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In response to rising prices and
hard economic times, Seattle U ad-
ministrators are currently discuss-
ing the possibility of outsourcing
or leasing the student bookstore to
an outside company. Currently the
bookstore is operated as a nonprofit
institutional bookstore, but com-
panies like Barnes & Noble and
Follett are among the options for
a takeover that would take place
by the beginning of fall quarter
2009.
"Seattle University is committed
to providing our students, faculty
and staff with a bookstore that
offers the highest quality service,
instructional materials and mer-
chandise at competitive and afford-
able prices," wrote Ron Smith, vice
president for finance and business
affairs, in an e-mail to faculty and
staff. "To best serve our commu-
nity, we are reviewing our current
business model to determine the
extent to which we deliver on this
commitment in the most cost ef-
fective manner."
Smith noted 20 of the 28 Jesuit
universities in the country out-
source bookstore operations. But
some faculty and staffoppose fol-
lowing that trend.
"The visual difference is striking
between the two [operations]," said
Bob Spencer, manager of Seattle
U's bookstore. "We've basically
customized this store to meet the
needs of the students and faculty
at Seattle University, and there are
many products we carry that leas-
ing companies don't support."
Spencer has been in the book-
store business for more than 30
years and worked for about 10 years
with large leasing companies.
"I know both sides ofthe indus-
try," he said. "I know specifically
what the leased stores offer in terms
ofservices to campus and in terms
of money, and really the issue of
outsourcing comes down to one of
money."
Whereas now
the bookstore is run
through the university
Talib Kweli takes Quadstock by storm
Joshua Lynch The Spectator
The iconic hip-hop MC took the stage with longtime collaborator DJ Hi-Tek for an hour long performance as the Quadstock XX headliner.
Tent City 3,11 blocks away, weathers budget cuts
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor
The recession may mean a bit
of luxury-lifestyle downsizing for
stockbrokers and investors down-
town, but for Capitol Hill's home-
less, state budget cuts are making
the smaller amenities in life harder
to come by.
When Lantz Rowland, a Tent
City 3 resident, goes to the AM
PM for bulk tobacco bags, he pays
$22 more than he did this time last
year thanks to state tax increases.
And come June, Tent Cityresidents
will no longer receive cost-reduced
peak bus passes.
Tent City 3, the first home-
less encampment of its kind in
Washington, has recently relocated
to 19thAvenue and Cherry Street,
where they camped this time last
year. In 2005, Seattle University
hosted the encampment on the
tennis courts and since then, the
100-person community has been
advocating to get back on Seattle
Us campus or the University of
Washington campus.
For residents of Tent City and
the university, the meeting of these
diversecommunities is an opportu-
nity for students to become active-
ly involved in an experience that
defeats stereotypes about typical
homeless people.
"You can't break the stereotypes
with written or spoken words,
it just doesn't work," said Lantz
Armstrong, camp adviser and resi-
dent ofTent City. "And the stereo-
type ofa drunken bum, slobbering
on the corner with a needle in his
arm is that those are the ones who
are homeless."
The residents of Cherry Hill
are far from those stereotypes.
Tent City 3 is not only home to a
current Seattle University student
but families who have been divided
from their children due to the city's
rule that minors cannot live with
their families in the encampment.
Lee and Lai recently moved to
Tent City from Sacramento, Calif,
and have a 9-year-old son who lives
nearby with an aunt. Because ofthe
contract's rules, the<ouple from
Laos cannot livewith their son, but
still choose Tent City over a shelter
because of the safety and indepen-
dence it provides.
Lee said housing has been par-
ticularly hard to come by on Capitol
Hill recently and is currently look-
ing for a job in construction.
For many of the encampment's
residents who depend on state as-
sistance or disability pay, the recent
erasure of the General Assistance-
Unemployable, GAU, program will
make the next few months harder.
Fay, the encampment's book-
keeper and a resident,
said something must be
done quickly to com-
pensate for the lack of
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Lee, left, and Lai moved to the U.S. from Laos 30 years ago. Lee has
had troublefinding a job as a construction worker but the couple still
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$250,000 per year, an
outside company could
offer the university a lump sum up
front for the bookstore and a 10
percent to 20 percent commission
per year after that.
"They're not giving the campus
money. In effect they're loaning
the campus money because they
expect to make that money back,"
Spencer said. "And one way is rais-
ing prices."
The possibility of outsourcing
raises concerns for some faculty
members, who feel a larger compa-
ny wouldn't have a positive impact
on the Seattle University campus.
"It's not the case, as far as I
can tell that prices are going to
be any lower for textbooks," said
Steen Hailing, professor «of
psychology.
Whether or not prices will
rise, fall or remain the same will
depend upon the company cho-
sen to run the bookstore and how
they chose to operate it. Other
professors worry that companies
like Barnes & Noble or Follett
wouldn't support the university's
mission.
Whereas Spencer had supported
the sale of artisan goods benefiting
the poor in Nicaragua and worked
to send books to poor countries,
professor Gary Chamberlain feels
a big chain wouldn'tpreserve those
charitable ties.
"[Spencer] has been very help-
ful," said Gary Chamberlain, pro-
fessor ofChristian ethics. "Eight or
nine years ago a number ofstudents
worked with the bookstore to make
sure all of its products are sweat-
free, and Bob was pretty helpful in
bringing thatabout."
A possible takeover could mean
that current employees lose their
jobs.
"Would they bring in their own
people, or would they allow our
staffto work at the salary level that
they're at now?" said Chamberlain,
"Sometimes a company comes in,
the staff are guaranteed their sala-
ries for one year or maybe two, but
then they're on the market again
in terms of salaries—everything
becomes negotiable."
Smith wrote in an e-mail that a
decision hasn't been made yet but
that, as in the university's outsourc-
ing of the Office of Information
Technology to SunGard Higher
Education, administrators will
"insist" bookstore staff be offered
similar or current positions should
the bookstore be outsourced.
The decision ofwhether to out-
source or not will likely be made
in the next month. The academic
assembly will meet with Smith to
discuss the issue Thursday.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Steen Hailing, psychology professor, opposes outsourcing Seattle U's bookstore to a private company.
news




Bill Gates, Sr., co-chair of the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
gave the talk "Showing Up for Life:
Thoughts on the Giftsofa Lifetime,"
last Tuesday. Gates was the featured
speaker of the Genevieve Albers
Forum, presented twice a year by
the Albers School ofBusiness and
Economics to bring accomplished
business leaders to campus. The
Genevieve Albers Forum is part
of the school's community service
efforts to further the partnership
of progress between business and
education.
"We look for somebody who has
made an impact on the community
and the world, and he seemed to fit
the bill," said Barb Hauke, director
of marketing and communications
at Albers. "I think itwent great. He's
very charming."
There was some miscommunica-
tion, however, as he was prepared to
discuss his recently published mem-
oir, "Showing Up for Life." The talk
instead centered on philanthropic
work in light of todays economy.
"I thinkhe was ready to talk more
personally about his life, because his
memoir is very personal," said Kim
Ricketts, founder ofBook Events,
the organization who worked with
Albers to bring Gates to Seattle
University. "In his memoir, he talks
a lot about his children, his wives,
what it was like being a young fa-
ther. He talks a lot about Bill Jr. be-
ing a difficult teenager."
However, philanthropy has been
a large part of Gates' life, so the topic
remained fitting.
"He's more than happy to talk
about the Gates foundation,"
Ricketts said. "I think in this set-
ting, so many of the students here
think globally, think 'good works,'
that the Gates foundation is a natu-
ral conversation."
Gates was pleased to come speak
at Seattle University because of the
school's dedication to social justice.
"Mr. Gates, because he's older,
and accomplished, didn't need to do
a lot ofevents about his new book,
but he wanted to do some thatwere
impactful. Hewas very carefulabout
what he chose," Ricketts said. "He
wanted to come speak to students
in an educational environment that
he admired. So when I asked him
about coming to Seattle University
he said, and I quote, 'I would very
much like to do that.'"
Gatesanswered questions regard-
ing such issues as AIDS, education
and the struggling economy. One
panelist asked what he consid-
ered his greatest gift to the world.
His response was, "Free, healthy
children."
Gates emphasized that educa-
tion, particularly at a very young
age, is what he believes the world
needs most.
"As an elementary school teacher,
I really appreciated whatMr. Gates
said about education for two and
three year olds," saidCameron Bout,
an attendee at die event. "Research
has proven earlier education very
beneficial, and today's children are
our future."
What Gates had to say inspired
students who attended as well.
"The talk was interesting and
informative. I'm honored to go to
a university that brings people like
Mr. Gates," said Jane Spencer, fresh-
man nursing major. "He really cares
abouteducation and aboutbettering
the world. It was inspiring."
Elizabeth can be reached at
dolde@seattleu.edu
University considers Barnes & Noble for outsourcing
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Students vie for better business
William Tsang
Staff Writer
Open to Seattle University
students and alumni, the 11th
Annual Seattle U Business Plan
Competition focuses on enhancing
business skills and startup business
knowledge. This year, the focus
was on social enterprise as well as
business education and real world
learning.
"I am extraordinarily proud to
have been included with such an im-
pressive groupoffinalists. I learned
a lot from my teammates and com-
petitors and am excited to see what
they accomplish in the years ahead,"
said Bonnie Lehenbauer, a graduate
student currently working toward
her Masters in Business.
Usually between 12 and 15
pages, the business plans are judged
based on their overall plan, market
opportunity, competitive strategy
and projected financial statements.
The competition is divided into
the screening round, trade show
and elevator pitch where teams
show and explain their products or
service. During presentations, the
judges assess content and delivery
style in addition to management
capability, financial understanding
and investment potential.
This year's final teams were
MicroDose, Nanofacture, Nanocel,
Point Inside and Snugs.
Nanofacture, a plan for a busi-
ness that specializes in rapid diag-
nostics for infectious disease, won
the grand prize of $10,000.
"Our business plan has been
through three iterations since the
beginning ofdie year. We went from
28 pages to 23 and finally down to
18 for the winning plan," said Josh
Marti, Nanofacture team member
and an alumnus who earned his
bachelor's degree in electrical engi-
neering in 1999. "I rate this expe-
rience right up there with passing
that last final before graduation."
During the trade show portion
ofthe presentations, team members
presented their ideas to students,
faculty members and other attend-
ees at the competition. The crowd
voted on a People's Choice award,
which was given to the team Point
Inside.
"We were ecstatic to receive die
People s Choice Award at the trade-
show," said Emily Marshall, who
is currently working toward her
masters at Albers. "People were re-
ally excited about our indoor map-
ping product and couldn't wait to
get it on their iPhone."
The experiencecan be invigorat-
ing, but putting a successful plan
together takes up a large amount of
contestants' free time
"Since December, I worked al-
most every weekend doing some
form ofmarket research," said Sara
Spencer, Snugs team member and
a master's student in international
business. "In the last couple mondis
I focused more on developing strat-
egy, financial model and writing the
business plan. I estimate I put in
between 120 to 160 hours."
Despite the time commitment,
contestants felt the experience
strengthened their understanding
of the business world.
"Seattle University set us up for
success and provided us with caring
and experienced mentors who vol-
unteered their time and gave action-
able and targeted feedback in a sup-
portive environment," Lehenbauer
said.
The idea of a business plan
competition started with the
Entrepreneurship Center at the
Albers School of Business and
Economics.
"Since the Center was founded,
itbecame a bigevent diat the Center
really felt like the school needed,"
said Kim Eshelman, program ad-
ministrative assistant atAlbers.
The business plan competition
is notrequired for undergraduates,
but it is a requirement for graduate
studentswho are on track to receive
their business master's with a spe-
cialization in entrepreneurship.
Competitors can work
their own ideas or look to the
Entrepreneurship Center for in-
spiration. The Center works with
the University ofWashington and
Washington State University, both
ofwhich have databases with ideas
students can look through that have
not been patented. Also, students
can team up with local companies
to create a business plan.
For the participants, itprovides a
deeper structural understanding of
entrepreneurship and professional
skills, while providing the chance
to gain experience about presenting
potential business plans
"It will spark their interest in
participating in the competition
and looking into starting their own
business," Eshelman said.
William can be reached at
tsangw@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey The Spectator
Garrett Mukai TheSpectator
Above: business plan winners Josh Marti and Emily Marshall. Below:
teams present theirbusiness proposals to judges.
Dean Testy leaves
law school for UW
Pauline Diaz
Staff Writer
After serving four years as dean
ofthe School ofLaw and working
at the school since 1992, Kellye
Testy will be leaving Seattle
University to serve as dean at die
University ofWashington School
ofLaw, effective Sept. 1.
Testy was selected after a two-
year nationwidesearch by die UW
and will be the first female dean
in the UW School ofLaw's 110-
year history.
"I'm so proud of [Seattle
University], but I'm also sad to
be leaving it," Testy said. "I've
been here 17years and seen the
school through so many changes,
so much growth."
Testy has been a part of the
School ofLaw's faculty before it
was acquired from the University
ofPuget Sound in 1994.
"Under her leadership, it re-
ally completed the transition of
the law school going from the
University of Puget Sound to
Seattle U," said RobertChang, di-
rector of the School ofLaw's Fred
T. Korematsu Center forLaw and
Equality.
The opportunity for public ser-
vice was die main reason Testy said
she was drawn to the position.
"This is a challenging time for
public education generally with
all the budget cuts and the eco-
nomic climate," she said. "But I
also think it's a time unlike any
other where we need our public
institutions to step up."
Seattle Us School ofLaw aims
to select an interim dean within
die coming weeks, and a commit-
tee will begin die search process
for a new dean in July. The school
hopes to name a new deanfor the
position July 2010.
"This school has done so well
over the past few years that I
don't think there's been a better
time to search for its next dean,"
Testy said. "Iwanted to make that
hand-offwell."
Julie Shapiro, associate profes-
sor oflaw, also noted die level of
high potential.
"I think we will assemble
a terrific pool because I think
we are now much more widely
known than when she started,"
Shapiro said. "As much as we've
accomplished, I think we are also
seen as a- place with enormous
potential."
In her tenure as dean, Testy
founded the Seattle Journal for
Social Justice, the Center on
Corporations and Law & Society
and co-founded the School of
Law's Access to Justice Institute.
Faculty within the law school
praise Testy's leadership in
strengthening the school's dual
emphasis on academic excel-
lence and justice and her ability
to attract and select high quality
faculty.
"She has attracted people to
this law school who will hit the
ground running and will continue
to run," said Joaquin Avila, assis-
tant professor of law.
Indeed, law faculty said they
hope for an incoming dean who
can continue the progress that the
School of Law has made under
Testy's leadership.
"It's the trajectory of the school
moving beyond being a regional
school to being a national school,
and it would be great to find a
leader that is able to complete that
move," Chang said.
'A lot of the projects we'e on
are really coming from faculty and
students, and so the question is,
'how does the dean help us bring
those things even further along
than dieyare?'" Shapiro said. "You
want to begin to diinkabout what
you can add to that, how you can
build on that."
Testy said she is leaving
Seattle University on "conflicting
emotions."
"I have absolutely loved it here.
It's been the greatest honor of my
professional life to be the deanof
this law school," Testy said. "It's
been a delightful run, and I be-
lieve the best is still yet to come
for this school."
Pauline can be reached at
diazm@seattleu.edu
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Obama calls for 'open
hearts, , 'open minds'
Jenn Metz
The Observer of Notre Dame
UWire—President Barack
Obama's Commencement address
marked an important day in Notre
Dame's history, as the president,
while recognizing irreconcilable
differences on the issue ofabortion,
urged graduates and all Americans
to seek a common ground.
Obama called on Americans
to help reduce the number of
abortions performed and also to
reduce the number of unplanned
pregnancies.
In the 164th University
Commencement address Sunday,
Obama acknowledged the con-
troversy surrounding his visit
to Notre Dame to deliver the
Commencement address and re-
ceive an honorary degree.
At least four protesters shout-
ing against the president were re-
moved from the Joyce Center by
law enforcement.
The graduates erupted into a
cheer of "We are ND" and turned to
the back of the arena to overpower
the protesters' few voices.
Obama settled the crowd af-
ter these interruptions, saying "It's
alright."
We are not going to





Brennan Bollman's] adage that we
don't do things [because they are]
easy," Obama said to applause from
the crowd. "We're not going to shy
away from things that are uncom-
fortable sometimes."
Addressing the complexities sur-
rounding stem cell research, one of
the issues that spurred the contro-
versy surrounding his visit, Obama
said: "Those who speak out against
stem cell research may be rooted
in admirable conviction about the
sacredness of life, but so are the
parents ofa child with juvenile dia-
betes who are convinced that their
sons or daughter's hardships can be
relieved."
Working through these conflicts,
Obama said, is the main question
that faces the nation.
• "Is it possible for us to join hands
in common effort?" Obama asked.
"As citizens of a vibrant and varied
democracy, how do we engage in
vigorous debate? How does each
ofus remain firm in our principles,
and fight for what we consider right,
without, as [University President
Fr. John Jenkins] said, demonizing
those with just as strongly held con-
victions on the other side?"
These questions arise most pow-
erfully, Obama said, in discussions
about the issue ofabortion.
After telling the graduates about
a letter he received from a doc-
tor regarding the then-candidate's
stance on abortion, Obama spoke
ofthe importance ofextending "the
presumption of good faith" to find
commonalities with those who hold
differing beliefs.
"Because when we do that," he
said, "when we open our hearts and
our minds to those who may not
think like we do or believe precisely
what we believe - that's when we
discover at least the possibility of
common ground."
To arena-wide applause, the
president issued a call to "reduce
the number of women seeking
abortions," "reduce unintended
pregnancies," "make adoption more
available" and
"provide care and support for
women who do carry their child to
term."
"Let's honor the conscience of
those who disagree with abortion,
and draft a sensible conscience
clause, and make sure that all of
our health care policies are grounded
not only in sound science but also in
clear ethics, as well as respect for the
equality of women," Obama said.
Noting the complex views of
most Americans on the issue of
abortion, the president acknowl-
edged diat "each side will continue
to make its case to the public with
passion and conviction."
The president also called the
graduating class to lead lives ofser-
vice to "minds and hearts."
Obama, joining witk Hesburgh
and Jenkins, told the graduating se-
niors how inspired he is "by the ma-
turity andresponsibility with which
this class has approached the debate
surrounding [Sunday's] ceremony,"
to which the students received a
standing ovation.
Obama issueda call to the gradu-
ating class as they enter the world
facing a troubled global economy
and harmful climate change, charg-
ing them to lead their generation to
reconcile these problems.
"In short, we must find a way
to live together as one human fam-
ily," he said, to applause from the
crowd.
These challenges, Obama said,
cannot be overcome alone.
"No one person, or religion, or
nation can meet these challenges
alone. Our very survival has never
required greater cooperation and
understanding among all people
from all places than at this moment
in history," he said.
Doubt should not act as a deter-
rent to continued faith, but should
"compel us to remain open, and
curious, and eager to continue the
spiritual and moral debate that
began for so many of you within
the walls of Notre Dame," Obama
said.
Praising thegraduating class for
its demonstrated commitment to
service - noting that upwards of80
percent of the class of 2009 "have
lived this law oflove" - saying it is an
"incredibly impressive, a powerful
testament to this institution.
"Now you must carry the tradi-
tion forward. Make it a way of life,"
Obama said, also noting the service
work ofHesburgh in his speech.
Comments can be sent to
obsnews@nd.edu
Local nonprofit advocates for
women's rights, race equality
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
An array of kettle corn, vegan
chocolate-chip cookies, event in-
vitations printed on bright yel-
low paper and a small donation
box overflowing with one dollar
bills greeted community mem-
bers and students as they arrived
at the Cascade People's Center last
Wednesday night.
The friendly chatter and tasty
treats, however, soon morphed
into a night of discussions broach-
ing serious themes ofsexual abuse
and intersectionality—a theory
that examines multi-level oppres-
sion, such as oppression minority
women experience due to their race
and gender.
Part of an ongoing campaign
to raise $5,000 to $10,000 for
Communities Against Rape and
Abuse, or CARA, the Coalition
ofAnti-Racist Whites, or CARW,
hosted a screening ofthe documen-
tary "No!" and a discussion.
CARW, supported in trie past by
the Vagina Monologues, is a Seattle-
based group ofwhite community
members who aim to use activism
and education to undo institutional
racism and white privilege. They
work in the white communities and
support anti-racist organizations led
by people ofcolor.
CARA is the beneficiary organi-
zation of the donationsCARWrose
Wednesday. Established in 2000
and led by people ofcolor, CARA
uses community organizing to fight
sexual violence and empowersurvi-
vors ofabuse. Anti-rape work lies at
the center of their agenda. "No!,"
the documentary CARW shared,
focuses on rape and other forms
of sexual violence in the African
American community.
CARW member Megan Bott
said filmmaker Aisha Shahidah
Simmons, who spent 11 years on
"No!," purposefully made people
of color both the subjects of the
documentary and the film's target
audience.
CARW volunteer Viki Nino-
Osby shared some of the organiza-
tion's goals of showing the film to an
all white groupin light ofSimmons'
intent for "No!" to be shown pri-
marily to communities of color.
"Watching this film which is by
people of color for people ofcolor,
we want to understand why CARA
responds as they do to sexual vio-
lence in their community," she said.
"With this understanding we hope
to be better informed, better allies
to CARA."
The opening scenes of "No!"
were filled with women recounting
their experiences of sexual attacks.
The documentary explored rape in
the black female slave community
and gave voice to rape survivors
in communities of color today.
Interwoven throughout the rape
testimonies were performances by
spoken work artists, commentaries
by college professors and insights
from rape crisis center experts.
The film was shown in 15-min-
ute increments. Brief small group
discussions followed each segment
of the documentary.
"I really liked the continued
changing between film and discus-
sion," said junior creative writing
major Stephanie Malinowski. "It
allowed space for more in-depth
analysis."
Community member Erica
Knight said she thought watching
the documentary in a group setting
was particularly powerful.
"To watch this film in isola-
tion would have been a much
different experience," she said. "I
think the format was a good way
for us to come together in the
community."
CARW's film night inspired
other audience members to increase
their involvement with the organi-
zation's campaign for CARA. The
campaign is currently within a few
hundred dollars ofmeeting its tar-
get goal of $5,000 for CARA.
"It does make me excited to
do more with the CARA commit-
tee," said community member Sara
Hill.
CARW started raising funds for
CARA last November. In addition
to fundraising for CARA, CARW
also hosts events to raise money
for ally organizations El Comite
Pro-Reforma Migratoria Y Justicia
Social and Justice Works.
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai ■ The Spectator
Viki Nino-Osby, CARW volunteer, discussed the double oppression of race and gender in society.
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City proposes tram to connect ID and Broadway
Francis Dinger
StaffWriter
The city of Seattle's plans to
build a Capitol Hill tramcar to con-
nect the light rail station with the
Central and International District
has university officials jumping on
board and local businesses worried
about the effects ofconstruction.
The planning committee proj-
ects the endeavor will cost the city
ofSeattle $140 million and though
a final route has not yet been pro-
posed, the most popular option
is a 12th Avenue and Broadway
loop that could serve Seattle U
students.
A provision in the plan states
construction of the tram cannot
hamper the construction ofdie light
rail system on Broadway, though lo-
cal businesses fear it will interfere
with the already difficult parking
situation on the hill.
Doug Robinson of the Pacific
Supply Company fears it will take
away space for curbside parking and
make it difficult for delivery trucks
to access local stores.
"It's a nice idea, but it's not
practical," Robinson said.. "We
need more buses, even if they put
in an electric bus on Broadway or a
nearby residential street."
City Council Member Tom
Rasmussen suggested a similar idea
at a transportation committee meet-
ing in April but was shot down.
Robinson said "street cars are
mostly a tourist attraction" in ma-
jor cities like San Francisco, and he
worries that Seattle locals would not
use a tram.
Kiros Neguse at New Town
Market Deli across the street from
Bellarmine Hall also opposes the
measure.
"That is not a good idea," he
said. "My business would stop [dur-
ing construction]."
Despite negative reviews from
the business community, members
of Seattle University's faculty sup-
port the tram as a means of bring-
ing vibrancy to the community
and providing safe transport for
students.
"The addition of a tram would
create a central place to gather,"
said Robert Kelly, vice president of
Student Development.
Kelly called Seattle U Capitol
Hill's best kept secret, though this
is beginning to change as the cam-
pus expands.
"We need to not be a secret,"
Kelly said. "The street car would
be a fun and easy way to connect
us with our neighbors."
Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., also sup-
ports the plan, though he prefers an
earlier proposal. Before the idea of
the tram was introduced, the city
planned to build an underground
train tunnel to Madison at Swedish
Hospital that would turn and head
north on Broadway. However, this
project was deemed too expen-
sive and the alternative tram was
conceived.
"We wrote a letter to the mayor
about SU's hope to have the tram
come by the university, but the de-
bate continues about whether it will
go along 12th, Broadway or Boren,"
Sundborg said.
Sundborg considers living on
an urban campus an advantage for
students.
"It is important that students
have easy access to downtown. The
tram wouldprovide a missing link,"
Sundborg said.
According to the Capitol Hill
Seattle Blog, the proposal has yet
to go before City Council but the
expenditure will likely be approved
by June. In spite of this, neither the
tram nor light rail will be completed
until 2016, so no current Seattle
University students will be able to
reap the benefits.
"It's not uncommon for students
to never see the benefits from these
long-term projects," said Robert
Kelly. "I've heard alumni come
back and say 'It's not fair. We didn't
have a nice Student Center like that
when we were students." .
But constant construction is part
ofliving in the city and on an urban
campus.
"We had a contest one year, ask-
ing seniors ifthey could remember
a quarter when there was no con-
struction on campus," Kelly said.
"Both the university and the city
of Seattle are constantly develop-
ing and expanding."




ASSU's revolving loan fund would support sustainable projects
Volunteer Writer
In an effort to create a more
eco-friendly campus and allow
students to become more involved
in the operations of the universi-
ty, ASSU and the Committee for
Responsible Investment have es-
tablished a revolving loan fund to
support sustainableprojects.
The Sustainable University
Revolving Loan, SURF, offers
funds for students and faculty
who present independent, mon-
ey-saving sustainability projects
on campus.
"I see the fund as having three
main benefits," saidMaura Rendes,
sophomore public affairs major
and founder of the Committee
for Responsible Investment. "It
will reduce the school's waste emis-
sions, save us money and educate
students on sustainability."
The $13,500 currently in the
fund is specifically meant for envi-
ronmentally-minded projects and
implementations that will simulta-
neously reduce the school's carbon
footprint and save the university
money.
Undergraduate students, grad-
uates and faculty members mayall
use money from the fund in order
to manage a sustainability project
on campus. After applying to use
the fund, a board of student and
faculty performs a cost-to-benefit
analysis on the project.
If the rate ofreturn is above a
certain margin, theproject will be
approved, and the applicants will
receive their funding. If all goes
well, the project saves the school
money in energy and waste dispos-
able costs.
The administration then com-
pares costs from before die proj-
ect's beginning and the time pe-
riod since it started to determine
the success of the project. Those
savings are then funneled back
into the fund for use by future
projects.
"Our priority is to make sure
that these projects contribute back
into the fund," saidLauren Ressler,
a sophomore environmental stud-
ies major who has worked with
Rendes in creation of the fund.
"Students should have an equal
opportunity to use it every year."
For example, a student could
use $2,000 from the fund in order
to change every light bulb oncam-
pus into a compact fluorescent.
The school's energy bill would go
down by $4,000. The $2,000 that
was initially spent on the project
would be transferredback into the
fund while the school would save
the other $2,000.
The SURF board, which con-
sists of five students and two fac-
ulty members, will be in charge of
approving sustainabilityprograms
and distributing money from
the fund as necessary. The selec-
tion process for additional board
members will occur in the next
two weeks.
"The mission ofdiis fund is to
demonstrate sustainable design and
energy efficiency," said Kai Smith,
ASSU president. "SURF will em-
power Seattle Universitybased on
student needs and desires."
Smith and ASSU have been
working with students such as
Rendes since the end of fall quar-
ter to get die fund up andrunning.
The fund will begin operation with
$10,000 from ASSU's appropria-
tions budget and a $3,500 dona-
tion from Facilities.
Several other universities
across the country operate funds
such as the SURF. Portland State
University, the University of
Michigan and Berkeley all have sus-
tainablerevolving loans. Harvard's
Green Campus Loan is estimated
to be worth $12 million.
"I'd love to see the fund get up
to around $100,000," said Renata
Opoczynski, faculty director of
ASSU and assistant director of
.Student Activities. "It'd be nice to
do something crazy like put a wind
turbine in Campion Hall."
The SURF, once operational, is
only expected to grow in endow-
ment, according to Rendes and
ASSU. The fund itselfis currently
in its final stages of creation and
willnot begin appropriating mon-
ey for any sustainability programs
until fall of next year.
The main focus ofdieprogram
is to further sustainability rather
than to save the school money.
Student-led protection of die en-
vironment is die greater goal of
diosewho created the SURF.
"Seattle U prides itself on
being an exemplary model for
other universities in many val-
ues," Rendes said. "We have a
wealth of passionate students
who will help this school live up
to that model through the value
ofsustainability."
Fernando can be reached at
sbsonf@seattleu.edu
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Check out our NEW ASSU Website!
www.seattlue.edu/assu
Jesuit BBQ—May 21st, s:3opm at the Student Center Patio.




Transfer students: Keep and eye out in your e-mail this week
for a Transfer Student Survey. Complete the survey to eligible
for prizes!
Questions? gallegoa@seattieu.edu
ASSU Appropriations Funded On-Campus Club Events:
May 20th—Movie Showing "Total Denial"
6:30-B:3opm in the Schaefer Auditorium
By Students for Life Q?bernicod@seottleu.edu
May 21st—Freedomfrom Fear Burma
6:30-B:3opm in PIGT Auditorium
Bγ Students for Life Q? bernicad@seattleu.edu
May 22nd— Burma Benefit Dinner
6:30-B:3opm in Casey Commons
Bγ Students for Life Q? bernicad@seattleu.edu
May 30th—Military Ball 2009
6:oopm in the Leßoux Room
Bγ ROTC Cadet Council Q?stephen4@seattleu.edu
Questions?
Contact escandar@seattleu.edu or visit us in the ASSU Office (Student Center 360.)
i / J.
Specs of the week
Two Seattle U students
receive Udall Scholarship
Aerica Banks and Tess
Abrahamson-Richards, twoSeatde
U juniors,have been awarded the
Morris K. Udall Scholarship. The
highly prestigious award is given
to 80 students nationwide each
year. Winners receive $5,000 for
a year to support their education
and aspirations to work, for the
environment or social justice is-
sues in minority communities.
Banks and Abrahamson-
Richards were selected from 515
applicants nominated by their
universities.
"The Udall is a really wonder-
ful validation for all of the work
I've been doing for the past few
years and a very exciting oppor-
tunity to meet others who are
passionate about similar issues,"
Abrahamson-Richards said in an
article on the university's Web
site. Abrahamson-Richards is a
Spanish and art history double
major who has held several lead-
ership positions at Seattle U.
She currently serves as co-presi-
dent of First Nations, a student
group which focuses on Native
American heritage. She has also
received the Seatde U Presidential
and Ignatian scholarships and the
Sue Naef scholarship.
Banks has recently received
several other honors in addition to
the Udall. Earlier this spring she
was named a Truman Scholar, and
was also accepted to the Public
Policy and International Affairs
program at Princeton. ,
"This award by the Udall
Foundation is a great privilege
and honor that I am thrilled to
share with Tess, a classmate who
is deeply passionate about envi-




With the arrival of Erin
Eberhard as a distinguished
practitioner in residence, Seattle
University School of Law has
expanded its Indian Law pro-
gram. Eberhard will work to en-
hance the Indian Law program
in collaboration with Douglas
Nash, director of the Institute
for Indian Estate Planning and
Probate and deputy director
Cecelia Burke.
The Institute's aim is to pro-
vide free estate planning services
to tribal members, as well as to
assist them with various issues
concerning the probate code.
Following the initiatives pur-
sued by the institute, the School
ofLaw has altered its Indian Law
curriculum in order to account
for developments and changes in
the probate code.
The Indian Law program is
open to native and non-native
law students, and includes courses
from faculty members ofboth na-
tive and non-native origin. In ad-
dition to courses concerned with
Indian Law and probate code, the
curriculum also includes classes
focused around environmental
law and policy. Eberhard said he
is excited to work with the School
of Law on developing the cur-
riculum, and appreciates that the
school has acknowledged the need
to account for such a discipline.
Student leaders celebrated
in awards ceremony
Seattle U's outstanding stu-
dents were celebrated at the 2009
Student Recognition Awards, held
Tuesday, May 19 in the Campion
Ballroom. Several awards were
handed out, and student orga-
nizations and leaders were rec-
ognized for their hard work and
dedication to service.
Senior Matt Lyons and mas-
ters student Ryan Hamacheck
won the Hunthausen Award for
humanitarian work, and senior
Kristin Villas and masters stu-
dent Evi Natalia received the
Mission Award for Outstanding
Leadership. Five graduating se-
niors were also recognized, and
many other awards were handed
out during the evening.
All students invited to the
awards had their names written




Grounds Crew have closed the
Union Green until early June. The
field suffered damage during the
wet and unusually cold winter,
and it will be aerated, fertilized
and seeded by turf expert David
Clausen.
The Green is one of the uni-
versity's most popular gathering
spots for students and neighbors,
and because of the high foot traf-
fic it endures, the field will be re-
seeded with a mixture of plants.
Rye grass, fescue and white clover
will create a tougher surface while
decreasing the need for watering
and fertilization.
The field will reopen June 1.
Wading pool regulations
mean new hot spots
for summer
Thanks to a new federal safe-
ty regulation, the pools in Cal
Anderson and Volunteer Park
will be getting improvements this
spring which will likely result in
increased crowds when summer
hits full stride. The Seattle.gov
wading pool Web site reports
that the bill enacted by Congress
will require pools and spas across
Seattle to be fitted widi new drain
covers and anti-entrapment sys-
tems to protect swimmers (and
waders) from possible injury or
death.
The newand improved pools in
Cal Anderson andVolunteer Park
will be open to the public starting
June 20 and 29, respectively.
Questions or comments?
spectator@seattleu.eciu
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Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in as little as 4 weeks
• Earn Credits from Seattle University
• Credits may apply to Master's Programs or
ELL endorsement
• 11 Four Week Intensive start dates per year
• Day, Evening and Online classes available
www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com
The School of Teaching ESL 9620 Stone Ave N, Suite 101, Seattle, WAT-lJi <l»"operation with Seattle University) 206-781-8607 STESLinfofsseattleu.edu
Healthy 16- to 26-Year-Old Female Volunteers Needed for
HPV VACCINE STUDY
HPV (human papillomavirus) is the most common STD.
￿
5 million women become infected with one or more
types of genital HPV each year.
￿
HPV is the cause of genital warts and may cause abnormal Pap tests.
Help us test an experimental HPV vaccine. Volunteers will receive
either (SARDASIL™ (the FDA approved HPV vaccine) or an
experimental multivalent vaccine.
Vxs :->s?v We are seeking female volunteers who:
s~\ • Plan to be in the Seattle area for the
\ \L>>--"—% next3syearsC J • Are not planning a pregnancy in the next
Q/J' t*yjstji Women who participate will receive:
/
* ree aP test' n 9
206 543 3327 * ree 'D ' r+ 'l contro ' counseling
HPV Vaccine Study
* Monetary compensation for time and
stophpveu.washington.edu Parkin 9 a+ each comPleted studY visit
All study visits will take place at the University of Washington, Hall Health Primary Care Center
Women's Clinic.
state support for those
who are unable to
work.
Merely finding a
space to stay can be hard enough
for Tent City 3 and its less official
counterparts.
Last July, a King County
Superior Court judge turned down
a request from Mercer Island citi-
zens who filed a lawsuit in an at-
tempt to prohibitTent City 4 from
camping in the high-end neighbor-
hood. A Lutheran church inBallard
recently demanded that inhabit-
ants of a shelter run by SHARE/
WHEEL—the nonprofit collec-
tive that pays for Tent City's utili-
ties and advocates on behalf ofits
inhabitants—undergo sex offender
background checks.
But Capitol Hill has welcomed
Tent City 3.
"Cherry Hill loves us," said
Rowland, the Tent City resident.
"The complaints we get from
neighbors are when we leave."
Though the community is not
moving to oust the encampment,
donations are down and Capitol
Hill Baptist Church eventu-
ally plans to sell the land where
Rowland and his friends live.
Tent City is not yet sure where
they will move, but Rowland and
other advisers hope the University
of Washington will consider host-
ing them, and they are more than
willing to return to Seattle U.
Joe Orlando, director of Jesuit
Mission and Identity, spearheaded
the committees that organized Tent
City's stay in 2005. Though a few
people complained about the de-
cision to host the encampment,
Otlando said the majority ofstu-
dents, faculty and alumni were in
support of the effort.
Though giving shelter to
homeless neighbors garnered posi-
tive publicity for the university,
Orlando said positive PR should
be the farthest thing from admin-
istrator's minds when considering
the outreach project.
While President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. said he is open to
the idea of hosting Tent City 3
again, no one has approached him
about it yet.
He noted that students seem to
be currently organizing the most
around issues ofsustainability and
the recession provides a challenge
to all service projects.
"I think we'd need to do a bit of
an assessment of if that is the most
important thing to do, in regard to
educationally being abreast of issues
ofconcern for the poor," Sundborg
said. "Because we're kind of deal-
ing with a massive societal impact
of the recession, I think people are
saying that's wherewe need to con-
centrate our efforts, more than on
having 100 people on campus."
But, he added, the advantage of
having those 100people on campus
is thatTent City is a visible symbol
of homelessness for students.
Julie Harms Cannon, adjunct
professor of anthropology for
Seattle U, is currently leading a
donations drive with her Sociology
316 class. They will be stationed
in Pigott this week and will have
a drop-box in Casey. Tent City
recommends donating clothes,
batteries, food, hygiene products
and funds to help maintain their
dumpsters and portable toilets.








Above, Tent City 3 residents Michael, right, and Chris talk as the two
wait for a movie to start in the communal tent. Below, flowers and
planters add a homey touch to the homeless encampment.
BradenVanDragt The Spectator
Donald, a resident of Tent City 3, sits in the security tent near a sign noting the camp's next location.
Homeless encampment pushes for university support
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May 16, 5:50 p.m.
A student was found to be in-
toxicated thus denied entry to
the event.
Narcotics
May 16, 6:25 p.m.
HRL contacted a room with an
odor of marijuana smoke. HRL
notified Public Safety and one of
the two males left.
Public Safety found marijuana
and a used bong in the room.




Seattle Police Department re-
sponded back to neighbor's
complaints, of students party-
ing in the street and disturbing
neighbors
Alcohol
May 16, 8 p.m.
HRL & Public Safety found eight
students under age consuming
rum and tequila. The alcoholwas
disposed ofand the incident for-
warded to conduct.
Alcohol
May 16, 8:30 p.m.
HRL & Public Safety found ten
people underage consuming al-
cohol in the room. The incident
forwarded to conduct.
Safety Hazard
May 16, 10:10 p.m.
A woman student, intoxicated,
climbed up the fountain and thus
was escorted from the venue.
Reckless Endangerment
May 16,10:30p.m.
A vehicle drove up over the
sidewalk almost- hitting students
walking and swerved at the last
minute. Public Safety observed
the near miss and notified Seat-
tlePolice Department who area
searched for the vehicle, which
was not located.
For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com






Sophomore, International Studies and Journalism
Interviews and photos by Jessica Ishmael
"I think it's a great program for
Seattle U students to get together
and enjoy a sense of community."
"I think it's a good fun event for
everybody, but ticket prices are too
high. Also, rules are too strict for clubs
and university programs running
booths."
"Well, Talib Kweli is my hero. I've
been looking forward to this for a
long time. This is theapex of my
•college experience."
"I feel it's generally a very uplifting
experience. It's a timeof togetherness,
unity and community."
"We are at Quadstock.
There was not sufficient food
But it was fun. Yes."
"Well, it's hard to say how I feel in one word.
But you didn't ask me to say it in one word.
Quadstock is really cool. It's sweet the school
can put this on for us. I only wish Iggy Pop
could play. This tops the cake of any SEAC
event. Most enjoyable."
Olivia Buonarati and Luke Westerburg





Blog of the week: Blackboard to purchase ANGEL
Pauline Diaz
Staff Writer
Blackboard Inc. recently an-
nounced its $95 million purchase
of rival companyANGEL Learning
Inc., the company behind the course
management system used by Seattle
University students to download
coursereadings, submit assignments,
check grades, and otherwise commu-
nicate with professors.
Blackboard, which offers services
similar to those on ANGEL, is cur-
rently the most prominent com-
pany in course management and
e-learning, which leads some to fear
a developing monopoly. In any case,
this could balloon the company's
dominance in course management,
impacting not only the company's
investors and employees but ulti-
mately educators and students.
It is too early to tellwhat changes
might result from the acquisition,
or how users might experience
ANGEL's technology or interface
differently during the company's
transition or in the near future.
"We don't anticipate anything
changing for the next few years. For
now we're going to stay the course
and continue to use ANGEL,"
said Michael Deßlasi, director of
Learning Technologies at Seattle
University, who also noted that he
welcomes student comments on
the situation.




"We're following the news close-
ly," said Deblasi. "If it comes time
to make any decisions, we'll do
the research."
In terms of the potential impact
on the technologies and organiza-
tions on the whole, Blackboard Chief
Executive Michael L. Chasen toldthe
Washington Post that ANGEL will
benefit from joining acompany that
is "financially stable and is growing
and has a lot ofrevenue to invest."
ANGEL, on the other hand,
brings to the table its own quality
products and, particularly, its strong
customer service, both ofwhich have
garnered the company notable indus-
try awards.
In fact, some colleges bemoan
the Blackboard buy because of fears
that ANGEL's quality and customer
service will decline, though no rep-
resentatives of Seattle University
have commented.
Some colleges even chose to
adopt ANGEL very recendy without
knowing of the impending transac-
tion, including one of the largest
community college systems in the
country announcing its sign-on on
April 28th.
In spite of criticism, the action
does have potential promise for
Blackboard and ANGEL fans alike.
It's a transaction that fuses together
the two biggest names in the indus-
try who just might even comple-
ment each other beautifully. While
ANGEL has a tendency to be used by
"teaching-oriented institutions'' such
as smaller schools and community
colleges, Blackboard is often more
common among larger institutions,
including some state universities.
While Blackboard has the finan-
cial stability with which ANGEL
has been struggling, ANGEL has
the customer service critics of
Blackboard demand.And ofcourse,
both contribute their respective
massive customer bases and partner-
ships with textbook publishers and
other companies.
IfBlackboard and ANGEL pull
it off well, the move could revolu-
tionize higher education technology
and college communications. Ifthey
don't, it opens up the game to plenty
ofhungry, growing underdogs ready
to code a revolution themselves.
Pauline can be reached at
diazm@seattleu.edu
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spectator recommends
BBQ with the Jesuits
so-
Folklife Festival
Student Center Patio, MonkeyWrench Puppet Lab Seattle Center
5:30 p.m., $5, RSVP to ASSUAtLaigeßep@seattleu.edu Lee Center for the Arts 11 a.m.. donations welcome
8 p.m.. Free
Faith and Reproductive Justicepanel discussion
Bannan 102
- ' ::. - *
Join Seattle U Jesuits for a barbecue and a
■ chance at Mariner's tickets.
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70. Slender 27. Fatty part of milk
71. Very, in Versailles 28. Accessible
72. Deli breads 29. Spud state
73. Blunted blade 30. Weariesz " 32. Conductor Dorati
Down 33. Inscribed pillar
Find solutions at our Web site: su-spectator.com bestcrossword.com 1. SOVI6t H6WS S6fViC6 34. Golden Horde member
2. Bread spread 37. Fine fiddle
3. British nobleman 41. Covered with prickers
Across 23. Burmese, Manx, and least height 4. Imperfections 44. Subtle absorption
1. Nailed obliquely Scottish Fold 47. Room in a casa 5. Debussy's "La " 45. The Company
5. Imbroglio 25. Minus 48. Contractile protein of muscle 6. Declines 47. Bowling pin
9. "Consamit!" 27. Gossip 50. Difficult problem 7. Capital of South Korea 49. Quantity
13. Winglike parts 31. Potentate 52. Heavy hammer 8. Diatribe 51 French vineyard
14. Three-masted ship of the 35. X-ray units 54. Cross inscription 9. Lord's estate 53. Motor truck
Mediterranean 36. Inter 55. Vigor 10. Bunches 55. Of the highest quality
15. Zeno's home 38. Oscar de la 58. May honoree 11. Tidy, without fault 56. Laugh loudly
16. Slave 39. Bambi's aunt 60. Beginning 12. Movable barrier 57. Memo heading
17. Shady recess 40. Standards 64. Seemingly forever 14. Gum used as a 59. Long luxuriant hair
18. Castle ring 42. Hanoi holiday 65. Copper and zinc alloy food stabilizer 61. Work up lather
19. Mirthless 43. Concerned with a 67. Bull 20. Brit's raincoat 62. Sea eagle
21. Bring cml action against specific subject 68. Delhi wrap 24. Drawing room 63. Gratuity
22. Kitchen addition 46. Tides that attain the 69. Bert's buddy 26. Leb. neighbor 66. Bro's counterpart
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FOLKLm: FESTIVBL IT
Four-day festival blends culture and eco-awareness
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer
Memorial Day weekend will mark the 38th annual
Northwest Folklife Festival, a four-day celebration of
tunes and creative collaboration at Seattle Center.
Folklife first began in 1972, 10 years after the
World's Fair was held in Seattle. The Seattle Folklore
Society, the city ofSeattle and National Park Service
founded the event as part of an urban outreach pro-
gram. The founding principle behind the festival
was to give residents of the Northwest a means of
expressing their creativity and a way of making their
own entertainment.
Though it still incorporates all the original elements
of music and community art, the nearly 40-year-old
festival has evolved along with the city, even going as far
as to incorporate its social concerns as well as bolstering
the local economy through its independent vendors.
Folklife's newest addition, the Living Green
Courtyard, will be located in Alki Court on the Seattle
Center campus. The courtyard will provide festival
participants with information on how they can bring
sustainability into dieirown lives. Representatives from
Seattle Urban Farms will showresidents how they can
grow their own produce.
In consistency widi the "locally grown" dieme of the
courtyard, all the bands performing on the courtyard
stage will have traveled less than 15 miles from home to
get to the festival. There will also be copious amounts
of free organic food samples as well as compost bins
scattered around die festival to reduce waste.
Due to its environmentally conscious dieme,Folklife
will recycle all grease produced by the food vendors
to be turned into biodiesel fuel, perhaps powering
future festivals.
Not only has the festival evolved into a progres-
sive environmental festival, but also its musical en-
tertainment is no longer mutually exclusive to folksy
melodies. This year, Folklife's wide range of perform-
ers will include everything from the traditional folk
music of the Original Potbelly Boys all the way to
eight-bit music showcases, which will include music
cteated using nothing but classic gaming consoles. This
year's festival will also mark a considerable number of
multi-cultural performances.
"The festival is a great venue to give coverage
to unique groups that don't normally get a lot of
attention," says Molly Haas, the festival's marketing
manager. "This year, there will be lot of ethnic dance.
This form ofdance doesn't usually get attention from
the large-scale festival setting."
Some of the ethnic dance groups will include the
Indigo, a fusion belly dance troupe from Seattle's active
but small belly dance community. Other performances
will include better-known genres such as tango and an
Irish dance performance by the group Organized Irish
Chaos, a troupe that is unique in and of itselfsince all
ofits performers did not start Irish step-dancing until
after entering adulthood.
Sean Hunter, merchant coordinator, also noted the
diverse options offered throughout the weekend.
"We haveour uncommon market program and then
we have our craft vendorprogram and we have our food
vendor program, sidewalk artist program and this year,
brand new, which we're excited about, theLiving Green
Courtyard," Hunter said.
The Uncommon Market program features imported,
or non-local goods.
"Ifyou go to the festival and go to a show and hear
something from another country," Hunter says. "You
can probably go somewhere in our uncommon market
and find something to purchase, too."
The craft program is slightly more conventional in
that it consists mostly of local artisans incorporating
woodwork, painters and photographers selling their
art. Apart from crafts, sidewalk artists will be scattered
throughout the festival painting faces, making balloon
animals and entertaining the crowds.
"We don't do much specific advertising," says
Hunter. "We get a lot ofcarryovers from previous years.
Folklife's been around for so long now that people are
just aware that it happens."
Not all the events are repeats from previous years.
Another element that sets the event apart is that it
is almost completely volunteer run. "Volunteers make
the festival possible," says Holly Decker, volunteercoor-
dinator. "Our volunteercore is usually between 800 to
1,000 every year. At this point, we have 700 registered
volunteers, but we have a lot ofwalk-ons during the
festival. But all skills and competencies are evaluated
on site. I will try to move volunteers to where they will
be most effective."
Only eight Folklife staffmembers work in paid posi-
tions year round.
"Because our festival relies so heavily on volunteers,
there is a greater sense of community," Decker says.
"They want to see the festival, and they know we rely
on them."
The festival will also include 600 volunteer per-
formers, who receive no monetary compensation for
their performances.
"Our costs are roughly just over $2 million if you
factor in all the time put in by volunteers," says Haas.
The festival is run on donations both from individu-
als and local corporate sponsors like Boeing, die Seattle
Center and multiple local news organizations.
In the last days before the festival, Folklife staffers
are working diligently to make the 2009 festival one
of the best in spite oflast year's shooting in which two
people were injured after an argument escalated into a
physical fight. Folklife proves to be resilient in the joy-
ful atmosphere die festival thrives on, offering changes
in security but maintaining its spirit.
"We have always had police presence at Folklife,"
says Haas. "This year, SPD will be working with the
mayor's office to make sure security is adequate."
Seattle Center security staffis working in close con-
tact with the Seattle Police Department to make this
the safest Folklife Festival to date, but there will be no
other changes in programming.
And all this comes at little to no cost to the
festival hopper.
Frances can be reached at dingerf@seattleu.edu







Friday, May 22 Saturday, May 23 Sunday, May 24 Monday, May 25
Angelo Pizarro Solo Vintage Dance 206 Zulu—DJ Gumbeaux Cayenne—Gumbo for Your
6:50 p.m., Alki Court Stage 11 a.m., Center House Court 8:30 p.m., Vera State Ears and Feet
_~
'. 12:25 p.m., Fountain Lawn Stage
Stepdancing Showcase lnocnj jaiko-Japanese Global Women's Voices
5 p.m., International Dance Stage American Drumming 6:30 p.m., Center NW Northumbrian Pipers-Britain's
Amazing Belly Dance Show 11 a.m., Fountain Lawn Stage House Theatre Smaller Bagpipes
7 p.m., Bagley Wright Theatre 2 p.m., Olympic Room
1relies so








Just think ofreplacing turn-
tables with, gameboys. It's
definitely nothing that's been
doneat Folldife before.
Fighter Xband member
In spite of its name, Folklife isn't
just a celebration of twangy guitars and
howling harmonies. Folklife presents
an opportunity to hear Argentinean
dance music, West African harp, and
local pop, rock and hip-hop all in one
weekend for free.
Although the festival is best known
for bringing in traditional sounds
from almost every continent, the lo-
cal and pop music represent the scope
of music variations offered at Folklife,
including genres whose names sound
more like a magnetic poetry experi-
ment ("psychedelic sci-fi rap jazz")
and some genres that don't even sound
possible, like chiptune, a style of elec-
tronica that uses old-school eight-bit-
sound video game consoles to create
the music.
"Just think ofreplacing turntables
with Game Boys," says-Nick Walthew,
better known in the chiptune scene
as Fighter X from Seattle. "It's defi-
nitely nothing that's been done at
Folklife before."
Fighter X is playing in the 8-Bit
Showcase of chiptune artists Saturday
night at the Vera Project, headlined by
genre icon Sabrepulse of Scotland.
Other programs follow themes tran-
scending musical genre, such as the
"Labor Program" on Saturday morning
featuring labor-related protest songs or
the quirky "Mixed Fruit: A LGBTQ
Variety Show," where the audience can
catch modern square dancingright be-
fore a hip-hop and dance DJ set.
Seattle Sound magazine will also
sponsor some less eccentric showcases
of local bands, including The Lonely
Forest and Sol, a hip-hop act that won
EMP's February Sound Off! contest for
young artists.
Like any festival, Folklife thrives
on the energy of the attendees, orga-
nized beer garden singalongs being
one example. Each of these singalongs
scattered throughout the weekend is
themed, from sea shanties to drinking
songs from around the world.
On the more educational side, the
festival also features interactive work-
shops on different styles and aspects of
music, including ones on the didgeri-
doo, Kurdish dance, blues guitar, im-
provisational singing, and how to write
a music biography, among others.
Branching away from mu-
sic, Folklife also features several c
ultural performances.
Sunday night's schedule at the
Charlotte Martin Theatre closes with
a Chinese art showcase. The show-
case begins with a performance from
the Seattle Chinese Orchestra, fol-
lowed by songs and stories of Kathy
Gong-Greene, and ends with the
award-winning Chinese rod pup-
pet tales performed by Dragon Art
Studio from Portland, who will also
be giving a workshop on Chinese
rod puppetry.
"Chinese puppetry is a very unique
art," says Brenda Xu of Dragon Art
Studio. "We're looking forward to
Pauline can be reached at
diazm@seattleu.edu
showing it to the audience."
Dragon Art Studio has appeared
at Folklife in the past, and the stu-
dio's main puppeteers, Yuqin Wang
and Zhengli Xu, have been per-
forming together for more than
45 years for audiences around
the country.
''Some are folk tales, and some we
created ourselves," Brenda Xu says of
the stories that the group will present
at Folklife.
One stage at the festival will be de-
voted entirely to international dances,
and the styles ofdance represented on
that stage and elsewhere at the festival
are as varied as the music.
Hula and ballroom will be on
show, but also Appalachian dance and
Capoeira, a Brazilian martial art and
dance form.
In addition to the performances
and workshops, Folklife also fea-
tures unique vendors with crafts from
around the world.
In the new Living Green Courtyard,
Seattle Urban Farm Company will
have representatives as well as their
own urban farm on exhibit.
The company offers services to in-
dividuals and businesses looking to
start an "urban farm" in their back-
yard, sharing expertise on raising
vegetables, herbs and even chickens
and goats.
"If you walk down the neighbor-
hood you can hear them," says Colin
McCrate, farmer with Seattle Urban
Farm Company, of the goats.
"It's somewhat of a subculture,
but there's definitely at least a few
thousand households in the city with
chickens."
Ultimately, Folklife is a celebration
of diverse cultures through music,
food and dance and gives locals the
opportunity to dabble in this celebra-
tion annually for free.
Jessica Ishmael ■ The Spectator










Fleet Foxes is the best thing to
happen to the Seattle music scene
since Nirvana. Their debut LP
received top marks on dozens of
year-end lists in 2008, and their live
shows are absolutely awe-inspiring.




drenched in dozens of lay-
ers of reverb. But theirmusic
evokes complex emotions in
their listeners, and seeing them live
is a lot like going to a church reviv-
al. People dancing with their eyes
closed, tears streaming down their
cheeks, holding hands with total
strangers. Fleet Foxes don't just play
music; they sing to the soul.
Grizzly Bear
Admit it: Grizzly Bear is prob-
ably the best U.S. band operating
right now. Their breakthrough
album "Yellow House" brimmed
with organic, compelling, blissful
folk songs, and the tracks they've
revealed off their forthcom-
ing LP "Veckatimest" sound
no less whimsical or beauti-
ful. Don't skip over Grizzly
Bear's Sasquatch set; their
concerts are full of re-work-
ings of their recorded material, so
to really experience the full gran-
deur of the group, it's imperative
to see them live. Like Fleet Foxes,
Grizzly Bear specialize in gorgeous
four-part vocal harmonies, and just
watching them sing is justification
enough for checking out their
live performances.
TV On The Radio
This Brooklyn quintet make fan-
tastic records, but they really thrive
in the live environment. Lead sing-
er Tunde Adebimpe is a libidinous,
unstoppable force on stage, and the
most pressing question audiences
have to ask themselves when watch-
ing the band perform is whether
to listen to his magical voice or to
follow his hip thrusts with their
eyes. Guitarists Kyp Malone and
Dave Sitek are schooled in the
ways of shoegazers like My Bloody
Valentine and Slowdive, but their
reverb-laden playing is of a more
soothing nature. The band's sets
are tightly wound and nearly flaw-
less, and seeing them in concert
is an imperative for any lover of
live music.
Loch Lomond
Hailing from Portland, Ore.,
Loch Lomond are colleagues of
Pacific Northwest folk hall-of-
famers The Decemberists, and
their music-as-poetry is very
similar to that of their recent
tour mates and mentors. But
they stand out from Colin
Meloy's band of nautical
naves on one important level;
all seven members ofLoch Lomond
constantly sing and harmonize with
one another on stage. Their instru-
mentation is quirky and endearing;
they have a songabout astrophysi-
cist Carl Sagan, and their witticisms
on-stage are clever enough to keep
audiences laughing and listening.
The Dodos
The Dodos frontman Meric
Long probably didn't have any
friends growing up—a fact evident
from his virtuosic guitar playing.
His songwriting combines classical
guitar picking with idiosyn-
cratic tuning and phrasing,
and his off-kilter pop ballads
are equal parts Elliott Smith
and Built To Spill. Live, The
Dodos only consist of three
members, but their sound is ener-
getic and powerful enough to fill
any stage no matter its size. Also,
drummer Logan Kroeber wears
tambourine shoes during every one
of the band's performances, and it's
a gimmick worth witnessing at least
once in life. Oh, and their music is
fantastic, too.
The Wrens
The Wrens haven't released an
album since 2003's fantastic "The
Meadowlands," so the very fact
that they are still functioning as a
band is reason enough to see them.
After completing that record, they
celebrated its release by burning the
master tapes for it; they are musical
masochists, but their self-depreca-
tion makes for highly compelling
and ego-free songwriting. The
Wrens are very much a pop group,
but their sound is always slightly
non sequitur. Their repertoire is
Top 40 rock hits gone right, and
listening to them is like hearing




The Gaslight Anthem are punk
f***ing rock in the most pure sense
of the term. They make tear-in-
your-bear, sad bastard rock 'n' roll
and funnel it through the distorted
tubes made famous by bands like
The Clash and the Buzzcocks, but
they also walk the line and
dance in the dark, and their
love of old-school country
and the Boss is totally evi-
dent and honest in their
music. Bottom line: The
Gaslight Anthem have
nothing to prove. They're not be-
ing ironic. They just want rock,
and they want audiences to rock
with them.
Bon Iver
Taking his stage name from a
bastardized pronunciation ofBon
Hiver (French for "good winter"),
Justin Vernon makes music that is
meant to break listeners' hearts. It's
hard to make it through his debut
LP "For Emma, Forever Ago" with-
out getting choked up atsome point
or another, and his live shows are
no different. His voice is a delicate,
yowling tenor, and his falsetto can
shatter glass and melt frozen hearts.
Bon Iver is all pathos, but that's the
point. His detuned folk songs drip
with bittersweet emotion, but his
honesty and humanness makes his
music absolutely irresistible.
Yeah Yeah Yeahs
Yeah Yeah Yeahs have grown up
a lot since their 2003 debut "Fever
To Tell," but their high-energy per-
formances haven't changed.
Lead singer Karen O is nev-
er the kind ofmusician who
likes standing still. She's al-
ways flailing about, bran-
dishing her microphone
like a weapon and bellow-
ing out her heart-on-sleeve lyrics
in her trademarkmasculine growl.
She's the eye-catcher on stage, but
guitarist Nick Zinner and drummer
Brian Chase are equally important
parts of the band. Their music is
sexy, serious, emotional and real,
and if watching Karen O weep
during the chorus of theirbeloved
"Maps" isn't enough ofa reason to
see the band live, watching Nick
Zinner decimate his guitar during
the song's chorus shouldbe.
Nine Inch Nails
Despite most people only be-
ing familiar with the band's 1994
smash "Closer" about f***ing like
an animal, Nine Inch Nails has
been alive and thrashing since then,
and frontman Trent Reznor and his
ever-changing list of collaborating
musicians have been consistently
pushing the envelope in the mu-
sic world. Reznor, who is now
free from his major label contract
with Interscope, has done things
like give "The Slip," a full length
album released last year, away
entirely for free on his Web site.
Nine Inch Nails' tours are a serious
spectacle: last year's "Lights in the
Sky" tour involved an almost two
hour set with frequent set changes
and mind-bending lighting effects
that were unlike anything rock has
ever seen.
Santigold
Santigold may be better known
by her previous stage name
Santogold, but a lawsuit threat by
infomercial jewelry retailer Santo
Gold isn't about to salt her game.
Santigold broke into the public eye
Courtesy foshydog via Flickr
New Jerseypunk-lifers The Gaslight Anthem are set to rock Sasquatch with their soulful punk ballads.
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in 2008 when her singles "L.E.S.
Artistes" and "Creator" exploded
on the Internet and blogosphere.
Her debut self-titled album was a
triumph, an LP that mixed many
sounds including early No Doubt-
esque ska, M.I.A. style hip-hop and
bubbly indie pop. Santigold has
toured in the past with the likes of
M.1.A., Bjork and Coldplay, and
her Sasquatch show is not an event
one should miss.
Girl Talk
Few words describe Girl Talk.
Gregg Gillis is a mashup musician
like no other, a man who throws
hundreds ofseemingly unre-
lated samples together into
a frenzy of dance eupho-
ria. The New York Times
Magazine has called his mu-
sic "a lawsuit waiting to hap-
pen," but his CDs remain on
shelves despite all of the uncleared
samples from mega-stars like Jay-Z,
Kanye and Radiohead. Gillis' live
show involves him, a laptop and
varying degrees of nakedness de-
pending on how hot it gets. One
thing's for sure: if you're seeing




Black Moth Super Rainbow's
breakthrough album "Dandelion
Gum" contains an insert that
describes the band better than I
ever could: "Deep in the woods
of western Pennsylvania vocod-
ers hum amongst the flowers and
synths bubble under the leaf-strewn
ground while flutes whistle in the
wind and beats bounce to the soft
drizzle ofa warm acid rain." Black
Moth is an electronica band and
not an electronica band at the
same time; while their sounds are
clearly created using analog elec-
tronic instruments like vocoders,
the end result is something much
more organic than the THUMP
THUMP THUMP that most pic-
ture when thinking of the genre.
Think ofa mix between Pink Floyd
and Daft Punk, and you're some-
where close.
MB3
The New York Times called
Anthony Gonzalez, frontman of
electronic band MB3, the "elec-
tro-pop wizard of a fragile dream
world." His band, who got its name
from a spiral galaxy in Centaurus,
seems to have an obsession with
the 1980s. Their latest album
"Saturdays = Youth" exudes the
kind ofmaximalist grandeur
we so commonly associate
with that decade, and as the
| huge retro toms smack over
the lulling strings, it almost
1 makes one feel like they're
watching a John Hughes
movie. It's always hard for mainly
electronic musicians to pull off an
exciting live show, but MB3 does it
with the right mix of laptops, real
instruments and musicians.
JErykah Badu
Erykah Badu has been under the
radar for quite a while. Her debut
album "Baduizm" in 1997 received
huge amounts of critical acclaim,
but she largely disappeared from
the public eye between 2003 and
2008, reportedly suffering from
writer's block. Badu made a tri-
umphant return, however, when
she released the masterpiece "New
Amerykah Part One (4th World
War)." Badu's socially conscious
lyrics on Amerykah make a state-
ment more than most other mu-
sic made today, and her chilled
out grooving vibe will be a great
match for the beautiful scenery at
the Gorge.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
Courtesyerykahbadu.com
Erykah Badu takes the politics of iconic 70s musicianslike Curtis May-




In truth, the concerts at the
Gorge represent only half of the
Sasquatch experience: Those
who want to completely im-
merse themselves in the festi-
val atmosphere need to stay at
the campground. But in order
to have an unforgettable week-
end, you need to make sure
you're prepared.
The campground is just east
of the amphitheater entrance. It's
nothing more than a large, grassy
field but the place transforms
into a 24-hour party zone during
Sasquatch weekend.
First word of advice: Don't
expect to get much sleep. The
grounds have an observed quiet
time from 2 to 8 a.m., but the
rules are seldom enforced and
people party until dawn.
If you want a sounder sleep,
"premier camping" is available
for $160 for the weekend. Premier
campers get roomier campsites,
flushable toilets, showers, shut-
tle access and early entrance.
But that sort oftreatment is for
old people.
A regular weekend camping
pass is $95, priced per vehicle.
Most campers load their car up
with friends and split the cost
between them. There's an official
rule ofonlyfour campers per site,
but as withquiet hours, it's rarely
enforced.
As far as camp amenities go,
be ready for a weekend ofHoney-
Buckets, both at the campground
and theamphitheater. Most bath-
room areas have sinks, although
last year several of them were
broken. There are a few showers,
open for a few hours each day, but
no one seems to use them. There
is a small convenience store near
the entrance, where you can get a
pack of cigarettes for $10, a tiny
flashlight for $12 and anything
else you want for equally outra-
geous prices.
Rain or shine, sleep
or no sleep, you
have to let go and
enjoy the ride.
You can buy food at the festi-
val, but it's overpriced as well, so
bringyour own food and anydiing
else you'll need. Peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches are the staple for
many campers, but anything tiiat
doesn't need refrigeration is good
to go.
Be sure to bring a water botde.
There are no fire pits, but some
campers bring small barbecue
containers. Because of the wind,
it's best to set it up on the side
of your car, the side opposite of
where the wind blows. A hot meal
can be absolutely wonderful after
all those PB&J's, and what's bet-
ter than making S'mores under
the night sky?
The grass at die campground is
full and comfortable to sleep on,
so don't bother bringing a mat.
Make sure your tent has good
stakes, as it can get quite windy
and every year a few campers
return to their site and find their
tent has blown away.
The weather can be extreme,
with very hot temperatures dur-
ing the day and cold, often
rainy, conditions at night. More
than likely, it will rain sometime
during the weekend, so bring
a tarp or make sure your tent is
waterproof. Nobody likes a wet
sleeping bag.
Attending concerts will take
up a large part of each day, but
you'll want some sort of enter-
tainment while at the campsite.
Bring a Frisbee, cards, a kite or
board games. Of course, meeting
and partying with fellow festival
fans will provide the best form
offun.
Be aware that there are security
patrols, which may stop parties
they deem too wild. Sometimes
they will take away your alcohol
unless you present a valid ID.
Illegal drugs are prohibited, but
nevertheless the air at the campsite
smells like a hippie communion
all weekend long.
Campers can arrive any time
after noon on Friday and stay un-
til Tuesday morning. Despite the
rumors, there are no refunds for
early departure. Ifyou need to be
back by Tuesday, pack up your site
before Mondays concerts begin
and then move your car into the
free parking lot by the amphithe-
ater entrance.
Remember, Sasquatch camp-
ing is an experience. Rain or shine,
sleep or no sleep, you have to let
go and enjoy the ride.
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
Saraßernert The Spectator
Sasquatah annually packs the Gorgefull to bursting, but togetherness is all part of the experience.





Quadstock XX was advertised on
campus with little more than a one-
word description: epic. And contrary
to many people's expectations, epic
truly described the event, which of-
fered attendees 10 straight hours of
music, food, fun, games and com-
munity in the Seattle sun.
The entire day was wrought with
anticipation for Talib Kweli s head-
lining set, but the day started hours
before his performance on the Union
Green. This year marked the second
year in a row in which the showcase
in the Quad was preceded by several
hours of student-run activities on
the green.
The Union Green was littered
with small events of all varieties—
from a photo booth sponsored by
the Photo Club to a wrestling ring
with sumo suits to a dunk tank filled
with student musicians and univer-
sity officials.
Some of the more popular events
on the green included a henna tent—
which constantly had more than 50
people waiting inline for personalized
body art—and a homemade science
experiment created by the Physics
Club that allowed participants to
walk on water (sort of*)-
"It's justcornstarch and water, it's
called 'üblec' and it's justa non-New-
tonian fluid," said Bonnie Canion,
junior physics and mathematics
major, of the Physic Club's six-foot
long vat of beige goo on the green.
"When you punch it really hard and
really short then it's a solid, but ifyou
just kind of dip your fingers into it
then it's a liquid. You can run across
it, so that's what we have people do-
ing here."
But in spite of SEAC s effort to
entertain people throughout the
whole day, it seemed like some saw
the opening festivities as merely a
time-filler before Kweli's set.
"This is kind ofan anticlimactic
first part, isn't it?" said Nick Billings,
a senior English and philosophy
major attending his first Quadstock
thanks to Kweli headlining the
bill. "I mean yeah, I dunno, the
student performers were student
performers and that's all you can say
about that."
The student performers and the
various activities on the green kept
students and their guests on-campus
before the main event kicked off,
but the event's attendance didn't
pick up until the quad opened at
4 p.m. The first couple of main
stage bands—Lion's Ambition and
The Love Lights—put on fine per-
formances, but most early arrivers
were mainly interested in the free
food offered up by restaurants like
Ezell's Famous Chicken, Dick's, Pita
Pit and Domino's.
As the main event for die evening
kicked into high gear, QuadstockXX
set itself apart from its predecessors
on one important level: attendance.
The quad was nicely filled in for
Vellela Vellela, the happy-go-lucky
dance band that preceded the night's
main event, but when it came time
to get ready for Kweli the area be-
came absolutely packed.
John Bush, Quadstock XX's chair,
admitted to overselling the event by
almost 500 tickets but noted it was
all part of the plan.
"Just like when you admit stu-
dents to a university, you have to
admit more students than you have
space for because a lot of them aren't
going to come," said Bush, senior
management and civil engineering
major. "We have to do the same
thing with Quadstock. We have to
sell more tickets, ifwe can, than we
have the capacity for because a lot of
people aren't going to come."
In spite of the high attendance,
Bush noted Quadstock XX ended up
being surprisingly incident-free.
"For the amount of people that
came [Public Safety] had the least
amount of incidents this year almost
ever," Bush said. "I didn't have todeal
with anything; nobody came to me
and said we had a problem."
He also said the level of drunken-
ness this year was significantly less
than theyear before, and the passport
parties didn't seem to do much to
detract from the event's attendance.
Aside from a couple instances ofstu-
dents mistaking theirpassport party
T-shirts for tickets into the actual
Quadstock event, attendance at the
gate seemed to go fairly smoothly.
Bush however noted one of the
biggest problems in the event was
the Frisbee frenzy that occurred just
beforeKweli performed, but he said
it was as much SEAC's fault as it was
the attendees'.
"The Frisbee thing got a little
crazy at one point, but we learned
from that to probably not give away
Frisbees anymore," Bush said. "That's
one of those things we didn't think
ofahead of time."
Overall, Bush was impressed with
the event's turnout and execution.
He said he was nervous before the
day began, but had a blast justbeing
at Quadstock even while having to
run the wholeaffair.
Of course, the event's final act
was also its crowning moment.
Kweli and DJ Hi-Tek stormed the
main stage with an irrepressible en-
ergy and rattled off a set of tunes
that was filled with old Kweli and
Reflection Eternal (a collaborative ef-
fort between Kweli and Hi-Tek) hits,
not to mention several other songs
from Kweli's prolific career.
The best moment of the night
though perhaps came when Kweli
closed his pre-encore set with back-
to-back renditions ofhis verse from
Kanye West's "Get 'Em High" and
his own classic "Get By." His flow
was tight, his humor was spot-on,
and he played thestage like he owned
it the whole set through.
"I like Seattle University," Kweli
told The Spectator in an exclusive
interview. "They showed me a lot of
love and they seemed veryexcited to
have us here, and I was excited to
be here."
Kweli said heenjoyed being back
together on stage with Hi-Tek, and is
excited to start releasing more music
under die Reflection Eternal moni-
ker. He also gave a nod to the reality
ofpiracy on college campuses, urging
kids to keep supporting the bands
however they can. . .
"I think [piracy] is great as long
as [students] come to the shows and
support the album," Kweli said. "I
thinkpeople who are thieves are go-
ing to be thieves no matter what the
medium is, and I diink people who
love music are going to love music
and support the artist no matter
what the medium is."
Minor issues aside, Quadstock
XX exceeded everyone's expec-
tations. It set the bar incred-
ibly high for next year's iteration,
and proved why Quadstock re-
mains the one dominant Seattle
University tradition.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
I like Seattle University.
They showed me











Quadstock XX stood out from most on-campus events with its high-attendance and community feel.
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
In addition to the music, Quadstock offered students a full day offun and games in sunny weather.
JoshuaLynch The Spectator
Talib Kweli's headlining performance topped off the 10-hourparty.
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Quadstock XX lives up to epic expectations
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Pike Place gets cheesy for festiva
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
The smell enveloping Seattle's
Pike Place Market was a bit more
pungent this past weekend as the
scents offish, fresh flowers and warm
bread were replaced with those of
Gouda, Limburger and cheddar.
The Seattle Cheese Festival has
become a staple for the city af-
ter DeLaurenti Specialty Food &
Wine—a shop serving the Pike Place
Market for roughly 60 years—began
the festival in 2005.
"I thought it would be a good
idea to bring some cheese makers out
and expose them to the world," said
Pat McCarthy, DeLaurenti owner
and the festival's director.
According to McCarthy the
festival's purpose is to celebrate
cheese and its producers, as well as
to provide an outlet for makers to
discuss and attend seminars about
their craft. The festival focuses most
specifically on artisan cheeses from
around the Pacific Northwest but
also features international cheeses.
The Seattle Cheese Festival was one
of the first on the West Coast and
continues to be one of the larg-
est, drawing thousands ofvisitors
a year.
"It's grown quickly; it's a big
event now," McCarthy said. "It has
grown a lot larger than we thought
it would."
CheeseTias become a
very hot food item [...]




This year the festival hosted
roughly 65 vendors from vari-
ous parts of the world. According
to McCarthy, approximately 30
of those cheese makers were local
and/or from the Pacific Northwest.
The remaining vendors came from
around the country and world.
Vendors included French cheese
makerLincet, Italian cheese producer
Academia Barilla and the widely
popular Tillamook Cheese out of
Oregon among the 65.
While the festival and "Cheese
Concourse"—a sampling of cheeses
from various vendors—were free,
there was a suggested donation
fee of $1 that went toward the
Seattle Cheese Festival scholarship
fund. The scholarship is presented
yearly to an individual who wishes
to continue their education in
cheese-making.
"The festival is a non-profit. We
fund a foundation that promotes
cheese education," said McCarthy.
Aside from the popular "Cheese
Concourse," die festival also hosted
seminars for cheese makers with titles
such as "Howto evaluate your cheese
like a pro," and "The Cheesmonger—
who are we exactly and what is our
craft?" All sessions were sold out and
in high attendance.
In addition to the seminars, the
festival hosted a wine garden, a fresh
mozzarella-making demo, cooking
demonstrations and a grilled cheese
recipe contest. The 2009 award for
best-grilled cheese recipe went to
Cristal Ortiz, a Washington resident.
Her recipe included Walla Walla
sweet onions, sliced Grand Como
cheese and Germanbeer—a peculiar
and different take on the traditional
grilled cheese sandwich.
"Cheese has become a very hot
food item, in essence, and a lot
more people are making cheese,"
said McCarthy.
The festival takes a year to
plan, and McCarthy said that
the 2010 festival is already in
the works.
As far as a favorite cheese of
the festival, McCarthy indicated
that people's tastes tend to run
the gamut.
"I love them all," he said.
"[Though] I do like smoked cheeses
or goat cheeses a lot."
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Last weekend, Seattle's Pike PlaceMarket transformed into a venue for cheese creators and connoisseurs
from all over the world. The annual Seattle Cheese Festival is devoted to all things cheese-related.





Last Thursday, students got a
taste of life in the fashion industry
as the Seattle University Fashion
Club hosted the first of three
speakers in a lecture series. The
club created the series in order to
teach people about the nuances of
the fashion world, and chose speak-
ers with several different perspec-
tives on fashion design in order to
provide audiences widi a firm grasp
of the industry as a whole.
It's pretty amazing




"There's so many different ar-
eas. There's marketing, design, styl-
ing, everything," said Sarah Butler,
Fashion Club president and junior
humanities and visual arts major.
"We tried to pick people that come
from all different areas."
The series' first speaker was
Harmony Arnold, adjunct profes-
sor ofcostume design andfreelance
costume designer. Arnold spoke
about her career, and her history
widi fashion and costuming.
Arnold's most recent effort was
working with the Lee Center on
the "SITE Specific Cabaret," an
event for which she designed cos-
tumes for six different plays.
"The beautiful thing about
working witha playwright or direc-
tor is that you can totally ask them
what they mean by usingsuch and
such a line," Arnold said.
Arnold worked with play-
wrights and directors to give
each play's costumes a different
flair while still having a unified,
unique style in keeping with the
overarching "frontiers" theme of
the cabaret.
While Seatde Us Fashion Club
has been dormant in terms ofevents
over the past school year, theyhave
been planning an end-of-the-year
fashion show for months.
"It just developed from this
idea from two years ago, and
now it's this huge production,"
said Andrew Hoge, sophomore
management and international
business major and a member of
the Fashion Club.
Hoge also acts as the model-
ing coach for over 20 students
who will be the models in the
fashion show.
"We start out by doing ba-
sic runway walking, changing,
turns and things like that, and
then later on incorporating a
little bit of personality into your
walk," said Hoge, who has a
modeling background.
Hoge instructs the models at
"model calls" every Thursday.
"It's pretty amazing that so
many people are so dedicated,"
saidButler. "They comeevery week
for two quarters. Its a really great
group ofpeople."
The first model call for the
showstarted fall quarter, and Hoge
strived to include everyone that
showed up in. the finished show.
Luckily, diverse looks and person-
alities was what he wanted.
"There's no specific cookie-
cutter [model] because I definitely
don't want that put on people,"
said Hoge.
The models in the showwill be
wearing a few local Seattlelabels on
therunway, as well as larger fashion
names like Club Monaco.
"This years pretty great as far as
the clothes," said Alison Cooper,
freshman pre-major and a model
for the upcoming fashion show. "I
love Nuvo Moda too; they're re-
ally rad."
Many of the models said they
have enjoyed learning about mod-
eling from Hoge.
"He's fun. He gets a little crazy.
He was making us do dancewarm
ups for a while," said Victoria
Hanohano-Hong, sophomore the-
ology major and one ofthe show's
model. "He would play Beyonce,
and expect us to dance, and, well,
he was."
All profits from the ticket sales
will benefit Dressed For Success,
a charity helping women in need
obtain job interviews by providing
them with suitable clothes.
With around three quarters
worth ofvarious forms ofplanning
behind theevent, theFashion Club
expects to sell out the fashion show,
which is set to take place June 11 in
the Lee Center for theArts.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey TheSpectator
Harmony Arnold speaks about being a costumer and fashion de-
signer at the first of three Fashion Club-sponsored lectures.
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Graduating student-athletes looking for work
Kevin Atchley
Staff Writer
As the sun sets on the first
Division I season for Seattle U,
the holdover Division II senior
student-athletes are looking for
jobs like every other graduat-
ing student. The search for jobs




letes aim to continue theirathletic
careers through coaching.
Shaun Burl, men's basketball
senior point guard, spent five
years at Seattle U. Burl played on
the basketball team for four years,
red-shirting the O6'-O7' season due
to a knee injury, and will graduate
with bachelor's degrees in sociology
and liberal studies, and a minor in
communication.
One day, hehopes to be a physi-
cal education teacher. Basketball
won't exit his life too soon; Burl
plans on being an assistant basket-
ball coach in the near future.
"Next fall I am hoping to teach
in the greater Seattle area," Burl
said. "I leave with the hope that
I can build as many amazing re-
lationships with people outside of
school as I have in my five years at
Seattle U."
Also staying connected to his
sport, Andrew Kreiter, senior
men's soccer player and market-
ing business major, said he would
like to coach soccer. His possible
career in coaching is already set up.
The Montanan will coach a U-16
boy's team and be a personal soccer
trainer in Seattle and when hegoes
home to Billings, Mont.
"After summer I am helping
coach the Seattle U men's soc-
cer team in the fall," Kreiter said.
"And after that, I will see where life
takes me."
If at all possible, he also wants
to play soccer professionally.
Recent Seattle U professional soc-
cer successes Mutanda Kwesele
and Cameron Weaver encouraged
Kreiter to test the professional wa-
ters, but he kept school as his first
priority which prevented him from
attending tryouts.
"After my last season I really
wanted to tryout in Seattle and
Portland and Vancouver," Kreiter
said. "It takes incredible motiva-
tion and hard work to make it to
play the pros."
Kreiter attributed his motiva-
tion for soccer to Brad Agoos,
Seattle U head soccer coach.
"Brad Agoos has made the big-
gest impact on me in my entire life
playing soccer," Kreiter said. "He
taught me so many things about
the game to make me a better play-
er and has inspired me to pursue a
career in coaching as well."
Another graduating student-
athlete with plans to continue her
sport is Katie Hansen, senior dis-
tance runner for the track and field
team. She said her plans include
keeping her current job as a medi-
cal assistant at the University of
Washington, visiting family and to
keep running. Hansen will gradu-
ate with a bachelor's of science
in biology.
"After that, I'll be attending
graduate school for biology in
the fall at the University ofNorth
Carolina at Greensboro where I
will be using my remaining year
ofindoor/outdoor track eligibility
to compete on their track team,"
Hansen said.
Hansen attributed her passion
for running to Trisha Steidl, head
track and field coach.
"Before she came onto the
scene my sophomore year, I was
really struggling with my running,"
Hansen said. "I wasn't enjoying the
sport, nor was I improving. She sort
ofre-energized my passion, and has
helped me reach a level ofrunning
I never thought was possible for
me. I can only hope that I can carry
what I've learned from her and my
overall experience at Seattle U to
my running at UNC-G."
With their collegiate sports ca-
reers now behind them, student-
athletes look to the world awaiting
them outside Seattle U.
"I am ready for new challenges
and adventures," Hansen said.
"Seattle U has been great, and
I've no doubt enjoyed my time
here, but I feel like I'm ready for
a change."
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey The Spectator
Katie Hansen will continue her track career at least one more year.
Boards and
Tip-Ins
Freddy Wilson will leave his high
school alma mater and travel
three miles to play for Seattle
University. Head coach Cameron
Dollar announced Wilson signed
a NationalLetter of Intent. Wilson,
a 6-foot-2-inch guard, played with
Louisville-bound point guard Pey-
ton Siva and averaged 10 points
and five rebounds per game en
route to the Washington 3A
state championship.
Dollar's counterpart, Dan Kriley,
head women's basketball coach,
also signed a local hoops prod-
uct, Frannie Hemmelgarn. She
averaged 11 points and seven
rebounds in her senior season
with the Roosevelt High Rough
Riders. Hemmelgarn also made
the All-League team the last
two years.
Six women signed Letters of In-
tent to play for Julie Woodward,
head women's soccer coach.
Four are local prep stars from
Mukilteo, Normandy Park, Spo-
kane and Tacoma, and theother
two are from Salt Lake City and
Henderson Park, Nevada. Two
are primarily defensive players,
including Chelsea Jennings, a
goalkeeper.
SU swim feels waves from UW swim's cut
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
When the University of
Washington announced their deci-
sion to cut its swimming programs
May 1, members of the swimming
community across the country, in-
cluding Seattle University, felt the
waves of this decision.
"It's sad to see that happen to
people you know and respect," said
Kat Cuevas, assistant swim coach
for Seattle University's men and
women's swimming programs.
Redhawks coaches and swim-
mers alike were shocked to hear
the news. The day after UW's
announcement, Doug Djang, a
graduating Seattle U swimmer,
started the Facebook group "Help
Save University of Washington
Swimming." With the elimination
of the UW's swim programs, once
Seattle U reaches full and active
Division I status,Seattle U will be
the only D-I program in the state
ofWashington.
Djang felt moved to reach out
to the UW swim community be-
cause he believes the decision to
cut the programs was unfair and
unjust. He has also been active in a
non-profit organization, the Husky
Swimming Foundation.
"It ended their athletic careers
or made it extremely difficult to
find a program that fulfills their
athletic and academic needs,"
Djang said.
Since the decision to cut the
programs was made late in the
academic year, Djang explained
many athletes face difficult deci-
sions about whether to remain at
the UW or try to transfer to an-
other school.
When Seattle U started their
transition to D-I, the UW offered
the perfect opportunity to start a
cross-town rivalry. Any chance at
a rivalry drowned with the UW's
decision to cut their programs.
"It definitely makes it harder
for Seattle U," Djang said of a
rivalry.
Cuevas said the swim team
added a couple more meets to see
some D-I competition, which will
mean more travel for the team.
Since they are still in their transi-
tional years, in most cases Seattle
U will have to visit a school first
before the school will travel to the
Connolly Center.
Next year, Seattle U will face
some new competitors like the
University of Utah. Despite all
of the time spent traveling, the
team wants to host more meets at
home.
Both Djang and Cuevas com-
mented on the growth the UW
teams have seen over the past few
years.
"Whitney [Hite] has done in-
credible things with the program,"
Cuevas said of UW's head coach.
Djang said the UW swimmers
exemplify what student athletes
should be. The freshmen's grade
point average was 3.4 and the
team had one oftheir best seasons
ever, ranking fifteenth nationally
in their last season.
Cuevas hopes the efforts of those
moved to action will be enough to
save the swimmingprograms at the
UW. A grassroots outreach, much
like the ones taking place now,
saved the program in 2001 when
they faced being cut.
"I think it's a testament to the
swimming community," Cuevas
said. "It's extremely tight."
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey The Spectator
Doug Djang (top row, second from left) and theSeattle U swim team sought to help the UW swim team
after UW athletics director Scott Woodward announced cutting the swim program to save $1.2 million.
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Soccer alum stayed close to nest
Taylor Olson
Recent graduate, six years out, still feels impact of Jesuit education, collegiate athletics in everyday life
Staff Writer
Competing on Seattle University's
soccer team helped Nichole
Sauvageau develop skills she uses
to be competitive in die workplace
today.
"In general, playing a sport
keeps you disciplined," Sauvageau
said of her four years at Seattle U.
"Teamwork and dedication in your
career and as a person carry forward
in life."
Sauvageau works at Starbucks
corporate headquarters in die inter-
national internal audit department.
She spends about 25 percent of
the year traveling and has had the
opportunity to visit Switzerland,
Mexico City, New York, China and
London.
"It's tlie first time I can actually
say I love my job," Sauvageau said.
Before landing a jobatStarbucks,
she worked at Price Waterhouse
Coopers, an accounting firm.
Sauvageau, an accounting major,
interned with Price Waterhouse
Coopers and was offered a job right
out of school in 2003.
When a friend at Starbucks
informed her of an opening, she
applied, interviewed and was im-
mediately attracted to the laid-
back, creative and innovative work
environment.
Sauvageau started playing soccer
at 12 years old, late by some youth
league standards. By her junior
year of high school, she decided
she wanted to play soccer at a col-
legiate level. She played soccer in
high school, on a club team and for
an Olympic Development Program.
This team required tryouts and in-
cluded the best players from across
Washington state.
"It was a good experience,"
Sauvageau said. "It was a very skill-
ful team."
The opportunity to play and
compete with such talented athletes
helped prepare Sauvageau's collegiate
soccer career.
Sauvageau's parents would drive
her four or five hours to practices for
the O.D.P. team.
"I want to thank my parents. I
wouldn't have gotten in to soccer ifit
weren't for them," Sauvageau said.
During her college years, her par-
ents were her number one fans.
She learned about local colleges
from fellow club team players; a
few of them played for Seattle U.
Through her friends, she had expo-
sure to college coaches. She started
to contact coaches at the University
of Washington, Washington State
University and Seattle U.
After learning more about Seattle




goal scorer with 45.
"It was small and academically
challenging," Sauvageau said.
She said her love ofSeattle, the
diversity of the school and the well
established soccer program attracted
her to Seattle U.
Sauvageau also had the experi-
ence of playing on a transitional
team. Between her sophomore and
junior years, the school's mascot
changed from die Chieftains to die
Redhawks.
"The best part ofcollege was be-
ing a student-athlete," Sauvageau
said.
Being a student-athlete encour-
aged her to learn time management,
an important attribute for work as
an accountant.
"Soccer kept me focused because
I was playing and learned how to pri-
oritize my time better," Sauvageau
said.
Since the soccer season starts
in August, Sauvageau moved to
Seattle for the summer before classes
started.
"It was an automatic 25 friends
before school even started,"
Sauvageau said. "It was a huge com-
fort zone."
She is still close friends with
some of her teammates today. Jenn
Kang, then Jenn Lichtenberfer, said
Sauvageau is still one of her closest
friends. Kang called Sauvageau a
great leader and motivator.
"She exemplified a strong work
ethic," Kang said. "She had passion
not only for soccer but for her team-
mates as well."
Sauvageau said shewas blessed to
have the opportunity to play a sport
she was passionate about.
Today, Sauvageau still plays
soccer. She plays on two different
teams: a co-ed indoor team and an
all-womeris team widi several Seattle
U alumni.
Seattle Us aspect of education
of die whole person was something
Sauvageau especially enjoyed about
college. One of her most memo-
rable experiences was attending die
SEARCH retreat. She described the
community that she experienced on
the retreat as a huge blessing.
Sauvageau will be inducted into
the Seattle University Adiletic Hall
ofFame May 23.
She describes her induction as a
huge honor.
"It's a real blessing," Sauvageau
said. "I am so thankful for the oppor-
tunity to play at Seatde University."
She said she was lucky to be
able to compete in a sport diat she
loves.
Sauvageau was a two-time
Honorable MentionAil-American.
She is Seattle Us all-time leading
goal scorer widi 45 career goals and
is third all-time in points widi 110
points and seventh in career assists
with 20.
Today, Sauvageau is still active
in the Seatde U community. She is
on a Seattle U Alumni Chapter at
Starbucks which helps coordinate
promotions for some basketball and
soccer games. Additionally, she sits
on the athletic advisory board as an
alumni representative.
Sauvageau said sheis happy tosee
the mission and core ofSeatde U are
still alive and well. She admires that
the school is not setding or sacrific-
ing what they believe in.
"Seatde U and soccer have given
a lot to me," Sauvageau said. "So I
give back and I enjoy it."
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu






club has been paddling toward
an exciting horizon recently.
Next spring the club is planning
on hosting a national kayaking
competition.
"There's one more signature
we need from the city, but it does
look like we'll be hosting the col-
legiate nationals next May," said
Dean Peterson, economics profes-
sor and club advisor.
Though the club has only been
around for a few years, Peterson
accredited its recent successes to
the club's coach, who has gained
national notoriety in the sport, at
one point coaching the national
kayaking team.
Our school is really
on the pioneering
front of this sport.
Mike Bowersox
Kayak Club President
"[Dan] Henderson is a good
guy to work with," said Mike
Bowersox, club president and
team captain. "He's kind of off-
balanced in that sometimes he can
be really fun and goofyand other
times he can be really tough."
Henderson, who owns a kayak
shop and lives in the Seattle area,
approached Peterson to start the
kayaking club at Seattle U a few
years ago.
"I was down in his shop; I can't
remember quite how it came up,
but a few conversations later we
had a club," Peterson said.
According to' Bowersox, soph-
omore political science major,
kayaking had a period ofpopular-
ity tiiat dulled down for a while,
but said it's starting to make its
resurgence.
The club has been ranked
number two in the nation for
the past two years. At the con-
clusion ofits first season last year,
the Kayak Club finished second
at a national competition and
took home a first-place finish in
the women's novice competition.
Bowersox assumed club leader-
ship when original club president
Erica Feild left to study abroad
in Spain.
"Our team did really well [at
nationals]," Bowersox said. "I was
the novice champion in the 1,000
meters. We came back with a lot
ofmedals, a lot of golds and quite
a few silvers."
But even with their victories,
both Bowersox and Peterson are
eager for more competitors and
teammates with whom to share
their glory.
"For this event to be here next
year, people should really think
about joining next fall so they can
participate," Peterson said.
The competition, which will
take place at Greenlake, will fea-
ture 1,000 and 5,000-meterraces
with one person, two person and
four person kayaks. According to
Bowersox, die competition willbe
co-hosted by other local colleges
who are sponsored by the same
kayak company, including UW.
"It's just flat-out paddling
fury," said Peterson.
The clubs president and cap-
tain has high hopes for next year's
nationals, and hopes that more
colleges will become involved in
the sport of kayaking. Bowersox's
long-term goal is to make kayak-
ing an NCAA sport.
"I'm excited about having the
potential to have a much larger
competition field," Bowersox said.
"I'm also looking forward to peo-
ple coming to us for this event,
because we can show off die city.
Our school is really on the pio-
neering front of this sport.,'
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Snapshots: May brings bikes to the streets, work
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Seen more bikes? Cyclists take advantage of clear weather in Seattle during May, Bike to Work.Month.
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SU, it's time to host Tent City again
As graduation draws near in a frightful economy and job
market, it's not too uncommon to hear Seattle University
seniors joke about how they might be panhandling on the
streets or living under a bridge soon—framed diploma and
all.
In a recession economy, it is true that homelessness is on
the rise, with this year's One Night Count of King County
homeless people showing a 2 percent increase. Area shelters
reported record high numbers, with many turning away doz-
ens ofpeople nightly because of limited beds and funds. Those
turned away noted they would go seek shelter elsewhere, in-
cluding tent cities.
But at the same time, 2008 was a particularly hard year for
Seattle area homeless seeking to live in a community together
in tent cities. One such community called Nickelsville had
some of its participants arrested as it hopped between four
locations in three weeks, being swept out ofeach by the city,
which permits just one tent city. Mercer Island residents filed
a lawsuit in hopes of preventing Tent City 4 from moving to
the area for a few months. And a bill in the state legislature
barring local government from restricting churches from host-
ing homeless encampments failed.
Many students may not remember, but Seattle University
became the first university in the country to host a homeless
encampment in 2005 when it gave Tent City 3 the tennis
courts for a month.
In this time of strife for the residents of Seattle homeless
encampments, Seattle U should welcome back a tent city.
The 2005 invitation was an all around win for Seattle
University, the homeless and the community.
As the Post-Intelligencer wrote in an editorial, "Seattle U is
using its Tent City participation in many useful ways, includ-
ing holding forums on homelessness. Now there's an idea:
Provide immediate help while looking seriously for larger
solutions."
The university cleverly crafted the opportunity into one of
education for its students. Almost 600 students, faculty and
staff from Seattle U and other institutions made educational
visits to theTent City. Panels and forums drew nearly 900 peo-
ple. Nursing students did their "Healthcare in Communities"
clinical with our new homeless neighbors, and law students
held clinics, too. Nearly 700 people got hands-on experience
volunteering.
Not to be forgotten, the homeless ofTent City 3 received
$13,345.20 in donations, enough for nearly three months
of operations.
The holistic approach to hosting the encampment stands
as one of the best educational and outreach programs this
university has ever done.
Ofcourse, this success took time, hard work and organiza-
tion. But four years later, it's time to start planning it again.
After all, the residents of Tent City or Nickelsville could
use a warm welcome—and the attention to their plight that
such a move offers.
The pitfalls of Obama's national service expansion
Elise Liu
UWire Columnist
UWire—As he concluded his
first 100 days in office, President
Barack Obama could easily claim
significant victories in domestic
policy, demonstrate a notable shift
in our foreign affairs, and assume
credit for a remarkable shift in
the politics of this country in a
more progressive and pragmatic
direction.
But the expansion of national
service—a policy he carried within
his platform for the durationof the
campaign—cannot be unequivo-
cally hailed as a success.
Only requiring national
service will give it a
national character.
The bipartisan legislation spon-
sored by Sens. Ted Kennedy and
Orrin Hatch was signed April 21
to little fanfare, having overwhelm-
ingly passed the House and Senate
with 275-149 and 79-19 margins,
respectively, after hardly any debate
at all. No toothless or symbolic
law, it more than tripled the size
of AmeriCorps from its current
75,000 to 250,000 by fiscal year
2017. It also created additional
public-private partnerships through
a "Social Innovation Fund." For
low-income students considering
federal aid, it tied such awards to a
record of community service.
On face, there are any number
of reasons why young progres-
sives should be excited about this
policy. The first two are fairly obvi-
ous: economic stimulus works best
when it is given to diose widi a high
propensity to spend, and, come
graduation in only a few weeks,
entry-level jobs will in short sup-
ply for college graduates and non-
graduates alike. The loss of one or
two years of work in their early
20s may not represent much of a
financial loss to that generation, but
it does take away the first critical
years in which the foundations of
a career are built. While national
service is not die long-term solution
to spiraling unemployment, it will
grant such youth a reprieve while
the economy recovers.
But the first pitfall of non-
military national service is and has
always been its tendency to become
a catch-all for low-wage labor—and
the particular conflict of interest it
tends to engender in the groups
that benefit. When AmeriCorps
"volunteers" are placed in intern-
ships in government departments,
essentially replacing higher-paid ad-
ministrativeassistants, or when they
are given to politicized community
groups, whetherreligious or secular,
right-wing or left, the distinction
between selfless volunteerism and
political patronage begins to blur.
The expansion of
national service cannot
be hailed as a success.
And in its currentform, perfecdy
voluntary and hardly competitive,
this type of national service should
make progressives uncomfortable
for the same reason that our volun-
teer army already does. The lessons
ofVietnam and Iraq have shown
us that when the military domi-
nated by the poor and powerless,
no matter whetherby a biased draft
or because of financial incentives,
the country is more likely to go to
war.
A national service dominated
by the poor may well cause little
harm except to its volunteers. But
AmeriCorps' emphasis on subsidies
and work-replacement—rather
than, for example, training and
prestige—will only prevent national
service from becoming a national
endeavor. Can AmeriCorps rival
Teach for America in its ability to
claim talent and inspire sacrifice?
What in particularabout low-wage
labor makes it a form of service we
should encourage, especially if it
takes away living-wage jobs?
Fundamentally, if we truly be-
lieve in national service as a civic
virtue, only requiring it—through
law, or through the social pressure
of custom-—will give it a national
character. This holds true of military
service—in a universal draft—and
ofcivilian service, in the obligation
to pay taxes and serve of juries and
the expectation that citizens will
vote.
This position, of course, has
little traction in the mainstream of
either political party. But it seems
futile to speak ofa national service,
a collective sacrifice, a war against
poverty, disease, and social malaise,
when the front lines are manned by
a mercenary army.
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The Spectator in its May 6 edi-
tion reported on multiple perspec-
tives from students and professors
about the use and impact social
media has on upholding profes-
sional etiquette. I'd like to add to
my comment as one ofsix who use
Twitter that I was surprised by be-
ing the only person into it. Despite
those students' lack of interest in
using Twitter I defend it for the
purpose of advancing professional
development in these hard eco-
nomic times.




Social networking success sto-
ries can and do exist outside the
realm of virtual cynicism as long
as we stay connected to whatreally
matters: caring about each other.
The key to successful networking
is shaped by how one fits his/her
reputation in guiding others toward
resources that build reciprocity and
trust. Nothing fuels a more narcis-
sistic America than treating social
currency as a one way street. Not
on my watch.
According to a recent
CNNmoney.com article the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers reported,
"Employers are expected to hire 22
percent fewer new grads this year
than they hired last year."
Less hiring means greater com-
petition and more applications for
employers to sift through. It follows
that one must be proactive and
anticipate how his/her profile will
reflect goodwill and authenticity as
decent public relations. Consider
people who've been fired because
oftheir Facebook photos and assess
how much ofyour private life ought
to be exposed. Tweet about your
job search and you'll be surprised
how the immediacy of your expe-
rience will tailor the relationships
that benefit professional goals. For
example people like Jen Harris
found her job using Twitter. She
updated her Twitter status about
losing her job and had an offer by
the time she got home. According
to the CNNmoney.com Facebook
job board site, Weber Shandwick
also hired their junior Web de-
veloper by tweeting to over 2,000
followers: "Weber Shandwick
Minneapolis looking for mid-level
html developer."
Rumor has it 80 percent ofjobs
are found by social networking. I
myself never quite understood how
to profit from social media until I
attended a seminar where academic,
marketing and business profession-
als alike converged to praise micro-
blogging as the new media wave of
the future. So its time to test the
waters ethically, soundly and stra-
tegically; either you're making noise
or making a difference.
I stand by my comment that "I
ate a bagel for breakfast," is neither
interesting nor important. While
being transparent can build cred-
ibility, I think disclosure of status
should be a value driven state-
ment that incites discourse. "Bon
Apps bagels: hard as rocks, headed
to Noah's" or "I'm an everything
bagel" has insight that generates
dialogue.
A gap has widened between aca-
demic and vocationalgenres. Social
networking however provides stu-
dents with a competitive advan-
tage to put theory into practice in
part by how they choose to invent
themselves for employers, job post-
ers and recruiters. I'd strongly en-
courage reluctant students to not
underestimate the influence that
using Twitter can have on impres-







With a smileand a handshake,
it was done. Sam Presti, the gen-
eral manger for the Oklahoma
City Thunder—formerly the
Seattle Supersonics—landed the
third pick in the NBA Draft, set
for June 25.
For the third consecutive year,
the Professional Basketball Club
LLC/Clay Bennett-owned fran-
chise has a top-5 lottery pick.
And for the third consecutive
year, it won't give the Thunder any
more noise on the court.
Last year's fourth overall pick
Russell Westbrook turned out to
be a good point guard. He was, at
least, a contender for Rookie of the
Year honors. But, Westbrook was a
ways behind ROY winner Derrick
Rose. Guard play has rarely been
the franchise's problem. Westbrook
is good. Former ROYKevin Durant
is great.
The Thunder need to examine
the competition in the Western
Conference: Denver, Houston,
Los Angeles, Phoenix, San Antonio
and Utah. What each of these elite
playoff teams have is a prominent
big man.
Denver has Carmelo Anthony,
Kenyon Martin and Nene.
Houston has Yao Ming, Ron
Artest, and I hate to say it, Luis
Scola.
The Lakers have Pau Gasol,
Andrew Bynum and Lamar
Odom.
Phoenix has the big Shaq-tus
and Amar'e Stoudemire.
The Spurs have Tim Duncan.
Utah has Mehmet Okur and
Carlos Boozer.
The Thunder haveNenad Krstic
and Jeff Green.
Not impressive by any stretch
ofthe imagination, especially com-
pared to the list ofall-stars and fu-
ture hall-of-famers listed above.
Rumors are already saying the
Thunder may try to move up in
the draft to get the hometown
hero and likely No. 1 overall pick,
Blake Griffin. With the third pick,
they could land one of two other
big men though: 7-footer Hasheem
Thabeet or 6-foot-10 Jordan Hill.
Even if they do, it won't give them
the instant success the team is set
up for.
The Spurs have Tim
Duncan. The Thunder
have Nenad Krstic.
The more pressing concern for
the Thunder is coaching. Since the
franchise lost Nate McMillan while
still in Seattle, it has floundered and
flopped from one short-stint coach
to the next (See Bob Weiss, Bob
Hill, P.J. Carlesimo and "current"
coach Scott Brooks).
Whether the Thunder roll on a
gamble for the top pick or stay with
dieir current, die team will still need
to look for a coach to convert the
raw talent into playoff contenders.
As awful as it is for a loyal
SuperSonic to say, OKC has the
ingredients to have a strong start-
ing five: youth, speed and talent.
Good playmaking decisions will
only come with good coaching
or time. One can be purchased,
though, and AveryJohnson is prob-
ably tired of broadcasting games
rather than throwing tantrums on
the hardwood.
The name changed, the coaches
and front office changed, but what
hasn't changed for the OKC fran-
chise is the lack ofa big man in the
post. And that won't change this
year. Until OKC remedies its post
problems and find a coach to shape
theraw talent thatkeeps producing
lottery picks, the Thunder will just
be a rumble in the distance.
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for far too long
Starting too early
Staying out too late ,J^
Calling Talib
Climbing the top of the
quad fountain
Obama visited Notre Dame to confront abortion, stem cells
Fernando Sioson
VolunteerWriter
The best politicians are the ones
who avoid issues.
If a senator or president-elect
takes a definite stance on anything,
it costs them votes. Politicians who
make best friends with ambiguity
project the illusion that they are for
both sides ofany given issue. Idiots
widi voting power naturally assume
that the politician is on their side.
Mr. I-agree-with-everybody cashes
in come election day.
The president's stance on abor-
tion has always been a hotly con-
tested issue. No voter ever expected
the lovable, huggable bear that is
Barack to have an opinion that
wasn't agreeable. Although the is-
sue didn't break his campaign, the
alleged reincarnation ofAbraham
Lincoln performed a new trick on
Sunday, bringing abortion directly
into the public light.
This weekend, President Obama
was asked to deliver the commence-
ment address for the graduation of
Notre Dame's class of 2009.
If the most high-profile
man in America can't
bring an end to this
conflict, can anyone?
The Spark Notes to Catholicism
says that no member of its flock
should think of abortion as even
marginally acceptable on threat of
excommunication (as scary as that
is). A pro-choice American presi-
dent delivering a speech at the most
prominent Catholic university in
the country is like handing out Jack
Daniels at an AA meeting.
Pro-life supporters ditched
church just to come out and protest
Obama's visit. Graphic signs with
dead fetuses on themwere common,
as were remarks referring to Obama
as a "baby killer." Several seniors even
chose to boycott their own gradua-
tion in protest.
If I had a choice between my
diploma andreaffirming my beliefs,
I would choose my diploma. A di-
ploma gets me a high-paying job.
Reaffirming my beliefs gets me a fry
cook position at Wendy's.
The whole eventwas blown com-
pletely out of proportion. Firstly,
the university asked the president
to make that speech. He wasn't just
sitting around the Oval Office one
day and decided that he hadn't been
in the news in a while.
Second, Obama brought up the
abortion issue in an attempt at me-
diation. He called for both sides of
the debate to stop demonizing each
other. He called for a reduction in
unintended pregnancies and greater
availability ofadoption for those who
carry their baby to term. In whatStar
Trek-esque alternate reality does that
make him a baby killer?
He was simplyfighting the polar-
ization that has marked theabortion
debate in America for the past few
decades. Tragically and ironically, the
verypeople he tried to bring together
have become polarized on his mes-
sage of commonality.
On one side, he hasbeen accused
of violating the No Man's Land that
is the line between Church and
State. But ifseparation of these two
has led the country into this much
controversy and strife, would the
smallest union really make things
any worse?
On the other side, his voice has
been lost within the noise ofa crowd-
ed room, with pro-lifers packing
megaphones and fireworks. If the
most high-profile man in America






The reality is, all the president
wanted to do was take a day trip
down to Indiana, pick up his shiny
new law degree, dole out a few choice
words, and leave. Protests and un-
necessary hate tend to ruin pleasant
days like that.
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu




Public Safety on patrol came
upon a loud party and contacted
theRHD on duty. HRL & Public
Safety contacted the room oc-
cupants and confiscated hard
alcohol, wine and a few cases
of beer.
Safety Assist
May 16, 2:40 a.m.
Public Safety received a call from
a student who reported a student
friend of theirs called and said he
was being chased. Public Safety
searched the campus area and
two hours later learned the stu-
dent was OK.
Construction Accident
May 16, 10:45 a.m.
Seattle FIRE Department was
called by contractors working on
the Admissions & Advancement
facility. A worker fell off the roof,
approximately 12 feet high, and
was transported toa local hospi-
tal. The worker was later released




Public Safety responded to
neighbor's complaints of stu-




Seattle Police Department re-
sponded to neighbor's com-
plaints of students partying in
the street and disturbing the
neighbors.
Domestic Argument
May 16, 5:30 p.m.
PublicSafety checked on a wom-
an studentand male non-affiliate
in an argument. The woman
student said she was OK and
left campus.
Alcohol/Trespass
May 16, 5:35 p.m.
A non-affiliateand possible stu-
dentwere intoxicated in the lobby
and refused to stop or ID them-
selves.Seattle PoliceDepartment




May 16, 5:45 p.m.
Four non-affiliate males were
intoxicated and swearing at stu-
dents and Public Safety. Seattle
Police Department contacted the
males whowere trespass warned
from campus.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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Quadstock XX packed the Union Greenand the quad this year and provided students with 10 hours of community fun and excitement. The music was great.
The food was free. The student-led activities were entertaining and sunburns aside, it was an enjoyable afternoon for almost everyone in attendance.
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Joshua Lynch The Spectator
Jessica Ishmael TheSpectator
QUADSTOCK 2009
Fashion Club preps annual show Graduating athletes go job hunting
